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Will Monsanto Terminate

The Terminator
Or Is Agri-Monster Going Underground?

Our Front Page headline for March 31, 1998 screamed the

following warning:  Agribusiness Strikes Hard; Seed Cops

Coming Soon?  Your Tax Dollars At Work!

And Commander Hatonn introduced this subject with the

warning: “Now, before we go on, I want to offer you some

really BAD NEWS, readers, so listen up and you who can offer

help in the storage of viable seed for crops might well wish to

give full attention to the new plight of farmers.  It may seem

unrelated to you, but this next will show you that control is the

name of the game and control of production of food WILL BE

ESTABLISHED.”

The article then went on to quote from an Internet-spread

report which was titled: “U.S. PATENT ON NEW GENETIC

TECHNOLOGY WILL PREVENT FARMERS FROM SAVING SEED; SEED

COPS COMING.”

Well, apparently there has been sufficient uproar about this sleazy sleight-

of-hand ploy by the New World Order engineers that they have to re-think

their approach.  This is a similar we-the-people reaction as has recently put

tremendous heat upon the F.D.I.C. and their “know your customer” scam that

the banks are being asked to implement to know every last detail about your

private financial transactions.

The following news release is from the Rural Advancement Foundation

International (http://www.rafi.org) and is the latest update on the diabolical
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The  News  Desk
1/23/99    DR. AL OVERHOLT

WHO  IS
MICHAEL  C. RUPPERT?

Excerpted  from  THE  SPEAKER’S  BIO,
1/3/99: [quoting]

[Here’s  more  about  the  pro tes t  march
written about in last week’s CONTACT: This
is one of the key people heading up the march
and protest rally on April 29th, 1999 with the
National Alliance Against Racist and Political
Repression which will commence at the Bethel
AME Church at 79th and Western and end at
the world famous—Watts’ Riot—intersection of
Florence and Normandie in South-Central Los
Angeles.  The sole purpose of the march and
demonstration will be to protest the Central
Intelligence Agency’s role in selling drugs to
American citizens.]

“This is the man who cost CIA Director
Deu tch  h i s  gua ran teed  appo in tmen t  a s
Secretary of Defense after confronting him at
Locke High School with hard facts about CIA
dealing drugs.”  —Dick Gregory

“...in the course of investigations in the
mid 70s he came across information that the
CIA was trading drugs in order to fund covert
operations in the Middle East... Perot called
him back to offer encouragement...  Ruppert
says that his main objective is to see that the
country gets a leader worthy of its people.
Even for Ross Perot those will be tough shoes
to fill.”  —PEOPLE MAGAZINE, 6/22/92

“Mike Ruppert is a one-man crusade trying
to expose America’s  bogus war  on drugs.
From the time we met on the campaign trail
in  1992 whi le  f i lming THE LAST PARTY ,
through his challenge to John Deutch, Mike
Ruppert has been on the front line trying to
get  the s tory out .”   —Marc Levin,  Emmy
Award-winning Director of PBS’s The Secret
Government, THE LAST PARTY and Producer
of Bil l  Moyers’ 1998 series on Addiction.
[End quoting]

This man has a long history of trying to
get this story of the CIA’s drug dealing out to
the public.   With him helping to lead this
demonstration, it appears that it might be the
time for a major breakup of this powerhouse
of drug distribution and its major role in the
destruction of our whole society.  Let’s all
pray that God’s will be done in this situation.

WHAT  HAPPENED  IN  BRAZIL
TO  ROLLICK  WORLD

MARKETS?

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 1/24/99:
[quoting]

A: Gustavo Franco, head of Brazil’s central
bank, quit.  His replacement, Francisco Lopes,
a l lowed  the  coun t ry ’ s  cu r r ency ,  t he  r ea l
(pronounced “ree-ahl”),  to decline about 8
percent against the dollar.

Q: Why did Brazil do that?
A: As part of an effort to keep inflation in

check, Brazil had been defending the real’s
value by keeping interest rates high and by

buying the real on currency markets.  Those
measures had exacted a high price on Brazil’s
economy.  The government is running out of
fore ign money to  buy rea ls ,  and the  h igh
interes t  ra tes  have been s t i f l ing economic
ac t iv i ty .   Braz i l  hopes  tha t  by  le t t ing  i t s
currency decline, or devalue, it will be able to
bring interest rates lower and will spend less
in defending the real.

Q: But the International Monetary Fund
approved a $41 billion aid package for Brazil
last fall.  Shouldn’t that be helping?

A: The  IMF aid package was approved on
condi t ion  tha t  Braz i l  t ake  f i sca l  aus te r i ty
measures,  including spending cuts.  Some of
those  measures  have yet  to  be approved,
meaning  that the bulk of the aid has not been
released.   But even if the IMF package had
been  in place, some experts say that Brazil
may  have   had   to  deva lue  i t s  cur rency
anyway.

Q:  What  happens  i f  Braz i l ’ s  economic
situation worsens?

A: Latin American economies are already
weak, making them even more vulnerable to a
drastic downturn in Brazil, the largest economy
in the region with 160 million people.  Many
U.S. banks have significant loans outstanding
in Brazil.  An estimated 2,000 U.S. companies
do business there.

Worr ies  about  these companies’  prof i ts
pressured the U.S. stock market Wednesday.
Should Brazil’s troubles spread to Mexico, it
could have an even greater  impact  on the
United States because Mexico is one of the
United States’ biggest trading partners after
Canada and Japan.

Brazil  has been seen as a test  case for
whether the financial turmoil that has gripped
Asia and Russia can be contained.  “If the
situation in Brazil unravels, you could have a
much more severe recession throughout the
region, which could start a vicious cycle that
could hurt the U.S. economy,” said Francisco
Larios, senior emerging markets economist at
Standard & Poor’s DRI.

Q: Why is currency devaluation such a big
deal?

A: One of Brazil’s most serious problems
now is that international investors have been
pulling their money out of the country’s stock
and bond markets because they’re losing faith
in   t he  gove rnmen t ’ s  ab i l i t y  t o  ge t  t he
economic problems under control.   Every time
the real falls,  foreign investors take a hit as
their Brazilian holdings lose value.  A gradual
decline in the real’s value is bad enough, but
an  unexpected move like Wednesday’s one can
be even more unsettling.  If investors keep
pull ing  money out  and sel l ing their  reals
agains t  o ther  currencies ,   the  rea l  suffers
further, creating a vicious circle.

Q: What does Brazil do now?
A: Brazil’s main task is to convince foreign

investors that their country is a safe place to
invest.  [End quoting]

Keep an eye and ear on anything having to
do  wi th  “GLOBAL”  in  r e fe rence  to  t h i s
problem!  This is a good example of the IMF

banksters up to their usual game of collapse
and control of a country through the economy.

SURPLUS  SHOULD  MEAN
TAX  CUTS,  SENATOR  SAYS

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 1/18/99:
[quoting]

Most of a projected budget surplus of up to
$700 billion over the next decade should be
returned to the American people through tax
cu t s ,  t he  cha i rman  o f  t he  Sena te  Budge t
Committee said Sunday.

“This is a surplus over and above what is
needed  fo r  Soc ia l  Secu r i ty , ”  Sen .  Pe t e
Domenici ,  R-N.M.,  said on CBS’ Face the
Nation .   “We’re going to give most of that
back to the American people, as much as $600
billion.”

He said the surplus of up to $700 billion
came from new projections by his committee
and show a surplus “above what’s needed for
Social Security”.

He  r e i t e r a t ed  p r io r i t i e s  he  f avor s  fo r
Congress: to protect Social Security, give back
the non-Social Security surplus to the people
with a “significant tax cut,  provide assistance
for the military and do something dramatic for
educa t ion  in  t he  fo rm o f  d i r ec t  a id  to
classrooms.

“The tax cut will start small and then reach
full fruition in a few years,” Domenici said,
adding it could start at 4 percent and go up to
15 percent.

White House officials said Sunday that it is
premature to promise how the surplus will be
used.

“The president will talk about the budget in
detail during the State of the Union speech,
reiterating our pledge to save Social Security
f i r s t , ”  s a id  Whi t e  House  spokesman  P . J .
Crowley.

“Beyond that, we have to start to realize
the actual surplus before we start spending the
money.”  [End quoting]

Would th is  have something to  do wi th
trying to make Clinton look good while on
trial for criminal actions?

Furthermore, these politicians can’t predict
the budget for next year,  so how can they
come up with these fairyland figures unless
they are all in LaLa Land—which we know
they are most of the time.  It could be fatal
to your health to take this seriously because
certainly a sane person wouldn’t!

I  a l so  hea rd  on  the  news  th i s  ve ry
morning—1/20/99—that the U.S. is preparing
to bomb Albania again—some more “WAG
THE DOG”—always when Clinton is in serious
jeopardy of being “pinned”.

MASS  EXPOSURE  OF
COVER-UPS  STARTED!

From the  INTERNET,  <pa ra -
discuss@tje.net>, 1/15/99: [quoting]

Hello All:
Just got this in and I thought I’d get it out!

Could it be that we may be looking at the end
of some of the cover-ups?

Could Joe Firmage [recent Art Bell guest]
have gotten to some of these truths?

My only fear is that these people who are
digging—will they be left alone, or will I have
to  read  l a t e r  tha t  someth ing  happened  to
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t hem—a sudden  cance r  showing  up ,  an
unexplained accident!

My Light goes out to these brave souls.
Keep on digging—we must soon come to the
bottom.

Love & Light,
Louise
Original message follows.

From: Palidin (palidin@ulster.net)
To: Louise A. Lowry
I am currently working with top retired and

ac t ive  mi l i t a ry ,  ex -NASA as t ronau t s ,
cosmonauts, top American scientists, at finally
blowing open the  government  cover-up in
regards to the UFO issue.   The media are
ready and have numerous ways of bypassing
the Trilateral Commission.  Joe Firmage is just
the tip of the iceberg.  This issue cannot be
bypassed.  We are living in a time of integrity
and the people are far too smart.  Take a poll
on this one.  As representatives of the people,
our politicians can either come forward and
look at the truth as we have it documented
ac ross  t he  boa rd  o r  be  d i sc red i t ed  a s
representatives when we bring this information
forward en masse, as at that time the people
will be made aware of all those in government
positions who were contacted and refused to
assist.  The choice is yours; however, it will
be brought to the people now and if it’s the
people who bring it to the people, God help
our government.  This is not about having seen
a  UFO.   This  i s  about  breaking the  most
impor tan t  s tory  in  h i s tory  and  not  in  the
fashion of a Sightings episode.  We are talking
about breaking the story.

—A highly  informed taxpayer .   P lease
support, by asking your readers to contact their
representatives—it does make a difference!
[End quoting]

Just maybe this is the year The Light will
make a BIG difference in what is taking place
in the dark halls of the so-smug “elite”.

HOW  DISNEY  BOUGHT  THE
REPUBLICAN  CONGRESS

Excerp ted  f rom MIDDLE AMERICAN
NEWS, Phyllis Schlafly, Jan. 1998: [quoting]

Do you sometimes wonder why bills that
create a financial windfall to narrow special
in teres ts  s l ide  eas i ly  through the  in t r icate
legislative process, while bills that benefit the
general public seem to get bogged down?

Here is a case lesson in how this happens.
Congress recently passed the Copyright

Term Extension Act, a bill to extend copyright
protection for authors and songwriters for an
additional 20 years beyond current law.

The chief special interest promoting this
b i l l  was  the  Wal t  Disney Co.  because  i t s
copyright on Mickey Mouse was scheduled to
expire in 2003, on Pluto in 2005, on Goofy in
2007 and on Donald Duck in 2009.  Extending
the copyright for 20 additional years is worth
billions of dollars to the Disney Co.

As an author, of course I am very much in
favor of copyright protection.  But I also know
that this precious constitutional right, enshrined
in Article I, is a property right that extends
only, in the Constitution’s words, “for limited
times”, after which the writing goes into the
public domain for all to enjoy.

The framers of our Constitution  set  the

“limited time” at 14 years plus one 14-year
renewal.

Congres s  has  r epea t ed ly  ex t ended  the
“limited time” until, at the start of this year,
it ran for the life of the author or artist plus
50 years, and 75 years for a corporation.

“Limited time” is not only a constitutional
requirement, it is an excellent rule.  There is
no good reason for the remote descendants of
James Madison, Julia Ward Howe or Thomas
Nast to receive royalt ies on the Federalist
Papers ,  the Battle Hymn of the Republic  or
Santa Claus.

No Disney family member is still connected
with the company, which is now controlled by
[the Khazarian-Zionist “Jew”] Michael Eisner,
who  had  no th ing  to  do  wi th  c rea t ing  the
Disney characters or building the enterprise.
Not satisfied with the company’s exclusive
control for 75 years, Eisner set out to extend
it to 95 years.

The Copyright Term Extension Act was
introduced in 1997 by very key players: Senate
Judiciary Committee Chairman Orrin Hatch, R-
Utah ,  and  House  Jud ic i a ry  Commi t t ee
Intellectual Property Subcommittee Chairman
Howard Coble, R-N.C.  The bill languished in
the two Judiciary committees for months.

The Disney Pol i t ical  Act ion Committee
l ined  up  Repub l i can  and  Democra t i c  co -
sponsors on the two judiciary committees and
rewarded  them wi th  d i r ec t  campa ign
contributions.  Disney PAC cash contributions
totaled $95,805 to Democratic members of
Congress, and $53,807 to Republican members,
in addition to in-kind contributions.

Of the 12 sponsors of the Senate bill, nine
received contributions from Disney’s PAC:
Hatch (who received the largest contribution),
Spencer Abraham, R-Mich., Al D’Amato, R-N.
Y, Mike DeWine, R-Ohio, Connie Mack, R-
Fla., and Robert Torricelli, D-N.J.

The Disney PAC was particularly generous
to Senate Minority Leader Tom Daschle, D-
S.D., and ranking judiciary Democrat Patrick
Leahy, D-Vt.

Eisner took his lobbying directly to Senate
Majority Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss.  One week
after they met, the Disney PAC gave $1,000 to
Lott on the same day that he signed on as a
co-sponsor.

Of the 13 sponsors of the House bill, 10
received contributions from Disney’s PAC:
Subcommittee Chairman Howard Coble, R-N.C.
(who received the largest donation), Howard
Berman, D-Calif. ,  the late Sonny Bono, R-
Calif., Charles Canady, R-Fla., Chris Cannon,
R-Utah ,  John  Conyer s ,  D-Mich . ,  Wi l l i am
Delahunt, D-Mass., Elton Gallegly, R-Calif.,
Bob Goodlatte, R-Va., and Bill McCollum, R-
Fla.   The Disney PAC also contr ibuted to
Judiciary Committee Chairman Henry Hyde, R-
Ill.

Other special interests that stood to reap
financial profits from this bill opened up their
check-books ,  t oo .   The  Mot ion  P ic tu re
Association PAC gave $43,232 to Republican
and  $34 ,000  to  Democra t i c  members  o f
Congres s ,  bene f i t i ng  mos t  o f  t he  same
committee members and copyright bill sponsors
listed above, plus other sponsors Rick Boucher,
D-Va., and Zoe Lofgren, D-Calif.

Just as interesting as the money trail is the
way the Republican and Democratic members
o f  t he  two  jud ic i a ry  commi t t ees  worked

toge ther  to  fac i l i t a te  passage  of  th i s  bi l l
without hearings, debate or notice to the
public.  The only hearing was held back in
1995 during the previous Congress, when it
had been carefully managed to hear from
those  who  s tood  to  benef i t  f inanc ia l ly
[emphasis mine].

If the bill ever had to face a floor debate,
the “debate” would have been a sham because
access to the f loor was control led in both
Houses by ranking Republican and Democratic
judiciary committee members,  al l  of whom
supported the bill.  [End quoting]

This gives a good scenario of how once
again we-the-people get robbed.  Did you know
this law can be rescinded if  enough of us
“jump” on these gangster politicians?  What
are we waiting for, an invitation to dance?

SWEATSHOP  WORKER  SUIT
HITS  HILFIGER  AND  GAP

From the  INTERNET,  <pa ra -
discuss@tje.net>, 1/15/99: [quoting]

Top  fash ion  houses  and  re ta i l e r s  were
yes t e rday  h i t  w i th  a  mul t i -mi l l i on  do l l a r
lawsuit on behalf of sweatshop workers in the
Pacific.  In three separate suits firms including
Tommy Hilfiger, Gap and Sears are accused of
conspiring to place thousands of workers in
involuntary servitude and mistreat them to hold
down production costs. The 18 retailers and
apparel companies are alleged to have engaged
in  a  racke teer ing  consp i racy  wi th  fac tory
owners to deprive at least 15,000 workers of
basic rights in the Northern Marianas, near the
Philippines.  [End quoting]

The problem here is how the “elite” use
th i s  me thod  to  pun i sh  ce r t a in  f i rms  o r
competitors, and the rest of them go on their
merry way.

PHONE  COMPANIES  GOUGING
INTERNET  USERS

From the  INTERNET, John F. Winston,
<johnfwin@mlode.com> 1/14/99: [quoting]

Dear Folks: About four-and-a-half years ago
I  moved  up  he re  to  Sonora ,  Ca l i f .  f rom
Milpitas, Calif.  I changed my Internet server
and started using one in Modesto, Calif. which
is about 50 miles away.  They started charging
me long distance charges or message units so
my phone bill went from about 23 dollars a
month to about 300 or more dollars a month.
I checked around and got a local server which
is about 7 miles away and my phone bill is
now about 23 dollars a month again.  If they
put the changes in that are listed in the next
[following] information I will be charged 300
or more dollars a month.

From: Ruth Ryden <ruthry@netzone.com>
Subject: NEWS: Internet tax
Hi Everyone:
Am passing this on, please do the same.

This affects all of us!
Nancy & Emma Louise
Subject: US CONGRESS and Internet users
Date: Sunday, January 10, 1999 1:36 PM
There is a new bill in the US Congress that

will be affecting all Internet users.
You might want to read this and pass it on.
CNN stated that the Government would in

two weeks time decide to allow or not allow
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a charge to your (OUR) phone bill equal to a
long distance call each time you access the
Internet.  This will be very costly for those of
us who like to “surf the net” and communicate
frequently via e-mail.

Think about that for a minute, and how it
would affect each and every one of us.

Please visit the following URL and get the
info on how to contact your Representative
regarding this matter.

The  address  i s  <ht tp : / /www.house .gov/
writerep/>

If EACH one of us forward this message on
to others in a hurry, we may be able to prevent
this injustice from happening!

Thanks for reading this .—John Winston
[End quoting]

The “elite” are trying to price us out of
using the net since it is causing them a severe
headache  because  we  a re  bypass ing  the i r
tightly controlled news media.  Let’s not let
them ge t  away  wi th  th i s—not i fy  ou r
government representatives often and quickly!!

IMELDA  MARCOS  AGREES
TO  DISCUSS

SHARING  WEALTH

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 1/17/99:
[quoting]

The widow of Philippine dictator Ferdinand
Marcos has consented to start working out a
settlement with the government to share her
husband’s  a l legedly  i l l -go t ten  weal th ,  the
president said Saturday.  Speaking during his
regular radio program, President Joseph Estrada
said he spoke with Ferdinand Marcos Jr. after
Imelda gave her son permission to open talks.
The Phil ippine government  has t r ied s ince
Marcos’s ouster in 1986 to recover billions of
dollars i t  says he looted from the nation’s
coffers.  [End quoting]

 Whom can anybody trust in a situation
like this mess?

GENITAL  EXAMS
FOR  PRESCHOOLERS?

Excerpted from the INTERNET, by Jon E.
Dougherty, 1/14/99: [quoting]

As many as 20 children, ages 3 through 5,
were exposed to genital examinations without
parental consent at a Head Start program at
Rooseve l t  E lemen ta ry  Schoo l  i n  Tu l sa ,
Oklahoma.

The  exams ,  s anc t ioned  by  Head  S ta r t
administrators, have prompted a lawsuit by the
parents of at least 10 children, but more may
join in the suit at a later date.

The exams occurred November 5, 1998, but
parents had no idea Head Start planners had
scheduled them unti l  af terward,  when they
p icked  the i r  ch i ld ren  up  f rom schoo l .
Notification of the exams went out to parents
two days later.

Schoo l  o f f i c i a l s  and  Head  S ta r t
administrators said they performed the exams
because they wanted to check for sexual abuse
and whether or not the testicles of the male
children had properly descended. Legal sources
who  spoke  wi th  WorldNe tDai l y  s a id  no
complaints of sexual abuse had been raised by
either the parents of the children or the school
district.

Christopher Goree, a Tulsa-based lawyer

and af f i l ia te  a t torney wi th  the  Rutherford
Institute, a non-profit civil liberties organization
based in Charlottesville, Virginia, will file the
lawsuit.  Rutherford spokesman Ron Rissler said
his organization is currently handling similar
cases in Pennsylvania and West Virginia, but he
said there are distinct differences between those
cases and the Tulsa case.

“First of all, these children [in Tulsa] are
much younger than those in our other cases,”
R i s s l e r  s a id .   “Al so ,  t h i s  was  a  mix  o f
children—boys and girls.  Plus there was no
prior parental consent or notification, and the
manner in which the exams were conducted
was appalling.”  He also said there was no
physician present, while in the Pennsylvania
cases a licensed gynecologist was performing
the examinations.

R i s s l e r  t o ld  WorldNe tDai l y  t ha t  two
licensed practical nurses performed the exams,
and the manner in which they were done was
“completely unacceptable” by normal medical
standards....

When asked why Head Start officials would
need to do another, separate exam of this type
after kids enter the program, she simply said,
“I don’t know. I can’t think of any logical
reason for it.”

Even if officials suspected abuse, “proper
authorities should have been contacted and a
thorough sexual abuse forensic exam performed
at that time.”...

“Th i s  i s  t he  mos t  eg reg ious  ac t  o f
government intrusion that I have witnessed in
my tenure at the Rutherford Institute,” Rissler
commented.  [End quoting]

One point  to remember is  that  some of
these people  who are  doing this  are  qui te
possibly ones who will use the information
they find—or conjure up—to blackmail  the
parents for all sorts of perverted reasons.  If
they are the type who would go along with
these types of actions you certainly cannot
trust them to be doing it for the safety of the
children.  Our children are under attack almost
any  p l ace  they  go  i f  you’ re  no t  a round .
Parents  need to be checking constantly on
what’s going on pertaining to them.  Moreover,
there are such rampant satanic cult activities
afoot,  well  concealed from the public eye,
which center around such “sources” as pre-
school nurseries, that parents can never be too
vigilant about their children’s well-being.

REBUILDING  AUSTRALIA—
PRACTICAL  SUGGESTION

Excerpted from THE NATIONAL INTEREST,
Australia, #18: [quoting]

A depression may be what is needed to
trigger regrowth.  Out of desperation we may
rid ourselves of the hordes of bureaucrats who
live off us in luxury, contributing little, telling
us what we should do and how we should do
it.

They tell us how to spend our money to
“meet their standards”.  If we cannot pay their
fees  and  meet  the i r  demands ,  we  a re  no t
allowed to work or sell.

We  shou ld  neve r  have  accep ted  the i r
“authority” to tell us whether we can be in
bus ines s  o r  no t .   We  shou ld  neve r  have
allowed them to impose fees for the right to
work.

To earn a l iving is an inalienable right

whether we make something in our kitchen, our
shed, or under the house—provided we do not
harm others.  Cottage industries might help
k ick - s t a r t  ou r  s t a l l ed  economy fa r  more
effectively than the bureaucrats have.

The cure will require massive coordinated
act ion  by  the  Aust ra l ian  people  and the i r
pressure groups.

Every electorate has individual problems
and  po ten t i a l s .   Each  e l ec to ra t e  mus t  be
assessed as to the unused potential so I will
use the Fraser Coast as an example of the type
of  t hough t  p roces s  needed  to  un leash
Australia’s unused potential in any one area.

Fraser Coast As An Example
Of How To Develop

Australia Quickly

1.  Assess the Natural Assets
Natural  assets  include the Great  Sandy

Straits, Fraser Island, the Burrum Coal Basin,
the  dividing range,  western rural  land,  an
unlimited supply of clay, flat and low coastal
land behind mangroves, mud flats and tidal
areas.

2. Assess Man-made assets
The man-made assets include thousands of

acres of plantation pine trees, Walkers Limited
(heavy engineering), the sugar factory, timber
mills, etc.

The Jobs Created:

Jobs would not be created in Mickey Mouse
projects laying rough and unstable pavers in
places where there was flat, strong and stable
concrete .   The funding now spent  funding
pottery, painting, music, opera and the looney
left stage plays and flopped films could be put
to use in the real world.

We Start From Behind:

Befo re  the  Whi t l am Frase r ,  Hawke ,
Keating, Howard eras we made the then state-
o f - the -a r t  e l ec t ron ic  p roduc t s .   Now we
assemble and repair by hand or throwaway.
[End quoting]

There wasn’t room to put the whole article
but  you can get  the gist  of  what  is  being
ta lked  abou t  he re .   I t  t akes  a l l  work ing
together and working up through the mess we
all had a part in creating.  IT CAN BE DONE!

666  AND  THE  COMPUTER

Excerpted f rom THE NEWS MONITOR ,
Nov/Dec/98: [quoting]

By taking the alphabet beginning with the
letter “A” and using the numeric equivalent of
man—number  6—and  add ing  s ix  t o  each
following letter A-6, B-12, C-18—etc., it is
astounding that the numeric value of the word
computer is: 666.

Recently, a Computer programmer in the
United States programmed a computer to use
the above alphabet/numerical equivalent and to
calculate the numerical value of each word
conta ined  in  the  Amer ican  d ic t ionary  and
display the ones that had a numerical value
total ing 666.   After  excluding al l  common
nouns (names of people and places), only one
word remained—COMPUTER.  [End quoting]
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The name for the big computer the NWO
uses for control in Brussels, Belgium is called
the BEAST.  Coincidence??

GORE  AND
ANTI-CORRUPTION  SUMMIT

From THE INTERNET,  12/16/98,  sof ie
mattsson <sofiem@algonet.se>

“IT KEEPS THE MONEY IN, BUT LETS
THE PRINCIPLES POUR OUT,”  the
internationally-renowned expert on fiberglass
development said, when asked what he would
contribute to the big global anti-corruption
summit, which has been announced by the U.S.
Vice President for early next year.  “What I
can  o f f e r ,  i s  k ind  o f  a  new ves t ,  a l l -
transparent, all-flexible—I’d like to call it “Al-
Gore-Tex.”  [End quoting]

JETS  ONE,  HUMANS  ZERO

From the  INTERNET,
<HEOT@onelist.com> 1/18/99: [quoting]

Just last week I saw some contrails above
my area in Sonora, Calif. and noted that they
were making skinny Xs in the sky.   They
would also balloon out and make large clouds.
Maybe  th i s  i s  wha t  i s  caus ing  Yog i  The
Telepathic Dog to not feel too chipper.

From: M G
Subject: Mystery Contra Involves HAARP,

by William Thomas, SEATTLE, Washington.
U .S .  A i r  Fo rce  ae r i a l  t anke r s  may  be

causing and seeding c louds  to  modify  the
wea the r .   The  condensa t ion  t r a i l s  and
chemicals spread by these aircraft could be
what is making some people sick in Tennessee,
Connec t i cu t ,  New Hampsh i re ,  New York ,
Nevada ,  Idaho ,  Mis s i s s ipp i ,  Mon tana ,
Oklahoma, Washington State and California.

Tommy Fa rmer ,  a  fo rmer  eng inee r ing
technician with Raytheon Missile Systems, has
been  t r ack ing  pa t t e rns  o f  j e t  con t r a i l s
phenomena for more than a year.  Farmer has
“positively identified” two of the aircraft most
often involved in the aerial spraying incidents
as a Boeing KC-135 and Boeing KC-10.  Both
big jets are used by the US Air Force for air-
to-air  refuel ing.   A Boeing T-43 used for
navigation training and mapping may also be
involved.

Conf i rming  repor t s  f rom eye-wi tnesses
across the United States, Farmer reports that
all aircraft are painted either solid white or
solid black with the exception of two KC-135s
which were in training colors—orange and
white.  No identifying markings are visible.

Contrails

Farmer has collected samples of what he
cal ls  “angel  hair”  sprayed by the  mystery
aircraft on six occasions since February, 1998.
Four samples have been taken since November,
1998.

Fa rmer  says  tha t  g lobu la r  f i l amen t s
resembling ordinary spider webs, “usually fall
in clumps or wads ranging from pencil-eraser
size to the size of a balled-up fist.”

Winds often whip the cobweb-like material
into filaments as long as 50 feet (15.3 metres).
Farmer told ENS that  the st icky substance
“me l t s  i n  your  hands”  and  “adhe res  t o
whatever it touches”.

Farmer urges caution to collectors after
becoming ill after his first contact with the
“angel  hair”.   Like Bakersfield,  California
dentist  Dr. Greg Hanford and other ground
observers exposed to the spraying, Farmer’s
ensuing sore throat and sinus infection lasted
several months.

After repeatedly observing aircraft spraying
pa r t i cu l a t e s  “ in  f ron t  o f  and  in to  c loud
systems”, Farmer is “fairly certain the contrail
phenomena is one part of a military weather-
modification weapons system”.

He  no te s  t ha t  because  the  chemica l
contrails allow much more moisture to form

inside cloud systems, severe localized storms
resu l t  f rom the  ae r i a l  s eed ing  wh i l e
surrounding areas that have surrendered their
moisture to the storm cells experience drought.

The huge Xs being traced by formations of
t anker  j e t s  in  the  sky  can  be  t r acked  by
satel l i te  and coordinated with the crossed-
beams of ionospheric heaters to heat the upper
a tmosphere—changing  i t s  tempera ture  and
density and enhancing the storm’s effects.

HAARP

Based in Gakon, Alaska, this unclassified
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joint U.S.  Air Force and Navy project known
as the High Altitude Auroral Research Project
(HAARP) has for the past several years been
using phased array antennas to steer powerful
beams of  t igh t ly - focused  rad io  waves  “ to
stimulate”, heat and steer sections of the upper
atmosphere.

Awarded in 1985 to MIT physicist Bernard
Eastlund, HAARP’s commercial patent claims
that directed energy beams of more than one
bil l ion watts can be used for “altering the
upper atmosphere wind patterns using plumes
of atmospheric particles as a lens or focusing
device” to disturb weather thousands of miles
away.

In an interview with this reporter, Eastlund
admitted, “I had looked at using this intense
beam,  wh ich  can  be  ang led ,  t o  do  some
experiments in terms of guiding the jetstream,
moving it from one spot to another.  I presume
it is possible, which might lend credence to
these other things.”

In  a  U .S .  A i r  Fo rce  r e sea rch  s tudy ,
“Weather  as  a  Force Mult ipl ier”  issued in
August ,  1996,  seven U.S.  mil i tary off icers
outlined how HAARP and aerial cloud-seeding
from tankers could allow U.S. aerospace forces
to  “own  the  wea the r”  by  the  yea r  2025 .
Among the desired objectives were “Storm
Enhancemen t” ,  “S to rm Modi f i ca t ion”  and
“Induce Drought”.

HAARP

According to the Air Force report, “In the
United States, weather-modification will likely
become a part of national security policy with
both domestic and international applications.”

Within 30 years, the Air Force foresees
using Weather Force Support Elements with
“ the  necessa ry  sensor  and  communica t ion
capabi l i t ies  to  observe,  detect ,  and act  on
weather-modification requirements to support
U.S. military objectives” by “using airborne
cloud generation and seeding” techniques being
developed today, the 1996 Air Force report
says.

But on its HAARP website, the U.S. Navy
says, “The HAARP facility will not affect the
weather.  Transmitted energy in the frequency
ranges that will be used by HAARP is subject
to  neg l ig ib l e  abso rp t ion  in  e i the r  t he
troposphere or the stratosphere—the two levels
of the atmosphere that produce the Earth’s
weather.   Electromagnetic interactions only
occur in the near-vacuum of the rarefied region
above about 70 km known as the ionosphere.”

Still ,  according to the Air Force’s 1996
repor t ,  o ther  rout ine  weather -modif ica t ion
missions will deploy “cirrus shields” formed by
the chemical contrails of high-fiying aircraft
“ to  deny  enemy v i sua l  and  in f r a red
surveillance”.

When it is completed, the HAARP antenna
array antennas on a total land area of about 33
acres.   The final  facil i ty will  have a total
transmitter power of about 3,600 kilowatts.
When the HAARP facility is completed, the
t r ansmi t t e r  w i l l  be  ab l e  t o  p roduce
approx ima te ly  3 .6  mi l l i on  wa t t s  o f  r ad io
frequency power, the HAARP website states.
The Air Force says HAARP transmitters have
been designed to operate “very linearly so that
they will  not produce radio interference to
other users of the radio spectrum”.

Farmer guesses that  besides i ts  obvious
tactical military applications, aerial-seeding of
con t r a i l - c louds  a l igned  in  HAARP’s
characteristic grid-patterns could be part of a
secret U.S. government initiative to address the
g loba l  wea the r  c r i s i s  b rough t  abou t  by
atmospheric warming.

The aircraf t  spraying that  has s ickened
Americans  across  the  country  may not  be
confined to the United States.  On August 11,
1998, USA Today reported dozens of residents
of  Quir indi ,  Austra l ia  “swear ing they saw
cobwebs fall from the sky” after unidentified
aircraft passed overhead.  [End quoting]

The  “e l i t e”  t a lk  o f  “we  the  peop le”
destroying the ecology of this planet when they
are the ones who are the biggest offenders.
Cer ta in ly  you  can ,  a t  the  l eas t ,  minu te ly
imagine what the effect of a total cloud cover
versus a sunny day has on the temperature in
your  a r ea .   Now cons ide r  t ha t  t h i s  i s
happening—man-made—in many areas now.

WHAT  DOES  IT  TAKE  TO  BE
A  WAR  CRIMINAL?

From the  INTERNET,  <pa ra -
discuss@tje.net>, 1/15/99: [quoting]

MEETING a writer from America’s Left
wing magazine The Nat ion ,  Henry—“Let’s
bomb Cambodia”—Kissinger said: “I suppose
you think I’m a war criminal.”

Told they could apply that description to
the President ,  Mr Kissinger  growled:  “Mr.
Clinton does not have the strength of character
to be a war criminal.”  [End quoting]

No comment.

DISEASED  CHICKENS
SET  FOR  SLAUGHTER

We All Told Them So

From THE NATIONAL INTEREST  NEWS ,
#18: [quoting]

SYDNEY, Australia—Authorities were to
begin slaughtering 100,000 chickens in western
Sydney last night in a bid to stop the spread
of  t he  devas t a t ing  Newcas t l e  d i sease
threatening Australia’s poultry export industry.

Tests yesterday confirmed outbreaks of the
contagious disease at Blacktown and Glenorie
chicken farms were of a highly virulent strain,
NSW Agriculture spokesman Col Begg said.

Blood tests are continuing at poultry farms
in the Sydney metropolitan area to establish
whether the disease has spread outside the two
farms.

“The confirmation that  i t  i s  the highly
virulent strain warrants the action we have
taken in restricting the movement of poultry
and poultry products.”

Mr .  Begg  sa id  10 ,000  young  ch ickens
would be killed by gas last night and 90,000
in the next four days.

Everyone knew that, if we imported chicken
meat from Asia, we would introduce Newcastle
disease into our pristine poultry stocks.

The farmers warned the government and so
did various pressure groups.  We did import
the meat and we did infect Australia’s poultry.
Now our exports will  be shunned by other
nations and our trade balance will suffer as
buyers desert us.

Asians had a vested interest in making sure

our poultry stocks were infected.  While we
had no Newcastle disease we could justify not
allowing their diseased and suspect meat into
Austral ia .   Now we have no excuse.   Our
stocks are infected, our production will drop,
and Asia will be able to sell their surplus to
us.

I t  was  p l anned  and  ou r  gove rnmen t
knowingly and deliberately allowed the disease
into Australia.  WHY??  [End quoting]

Probab ly  pa r t  o f  t he  “e l i t e ’ s”
DEPOPULATION PLAN, and making extra
money while they are accomplishing it.

VIAGRA  FOR  THE  TROOPS

From SECOND OPINION PUB., Jan. 1999:
[quoting]

The  1999  mi l i t a ry  budge t  i nc ludes
$50,000,000 for Viagra—have you ever heard
of anything so asinine?  I guess the theory is
that the troops can fornicate and fight at the
same time.  Does a 25-year-old man, away
from his family or fiancee, need this extra
sexual stimulation?  Just before battle, will the
medical officer give them a blood pressure
medicine to induce impotence, or issue pictures
o f  Made l ine  Alb r igh t  and  Jane t  Reno  in
bikinis?  (Take your pick, soldier.)

The military uses color-codes, just like the
rest of the world.  Viagra can induce color
confusion due to an induction of blue vision.
Do you think it might not be a good idea for
our F-16 pilots to be in a blue haze when
they’re attacking a target at 1,800 miles an
hour?  The Air Force has planes grounded
because of a lack of spare parts while they’re
stimulating private parts that would be better
left alone.  What alcoholic moron of a medical
officer was responsible for this fiasco?  [End
quoting]

What better way to destroy the military
than to get their minds below their belts while
they need their heads to save the lives of the
country they’re fighting for—let alone their
own?  I see this as a plan, not a big goof!

JAPANESE  INVENTOR  FIRST
TO  PRODUCE  VIOLET  LASER

From  THE  DAILY  NEWS,  Los Angeles,
1/19/99: [quoting]

A lone Japanese inventor has outrun some
of the world’s largest and most advanced high-
technology corporations in the race to develop
a new generation of short-wavelength lasers.
The  ach ievemen t  i s  l i ke ly  to  has t en  the
introduction of high-definition digital video
discs ,  h igher- resolut ion  laser  pr in t ing  and
inexpensive and highly efficient light bulbs for
use in the home.

The  inven to r ,  Shu j i  Nakamura ,  i s  a
semiconductor researcher who has worked for
more than a decade in relative isolation and
has excelled in finding innovations in material
science.  Last week his small company, Nichia
Chemical Industries, announced it had begun
shipping samples of violet lasers to a variety
of companies planning to develop prototype
products .   The lasers  have  a  l i fe  span of
10,000 hours, the level of reliability required
by consumer electronics companies.

Such short-wavelength lasers, in the blue
and violet part  of the spectrum, have been
pursued for years by companies including U.S.
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and Japanese giants like 3M, Hewlett Packard,
Sony and Toshiba.  In digital storage such an
advance is particularly impressive because each
time the wavelength of laser light is halved,
the beam can then store four times more data.

That the race has so far gone to Nichia
(nih-KEY-uh) is a payoff for i ts  long-term
investment in pursuing this technology, which
many corporations deemed a high risk.

But it also might indicate how Japanese and
U.S. companies have reversed roles.  Officials
of U.S. companies said Monday that they still
thought they could win the race to incorporate
the technology into products and bring them to
market  f i rs t .   From the 1950s through the
1970s  Japanese  compan ie s  succes s fu l ly
commercialized technologies invented in the
United States.

The next barrier will be reducing the cost
of producing the lasers and devising technical
standards that will provide compatibility with
existing applications.

Nakamura first  burst  onto the scientific
s t age  in  November  1993  when  Nich ia
announced he had succeeded in fabricating a
bright blue light-emitting diode, another kind
of widely used light source.

His advance came just two years after IBM
dec ided  to  s ca l e  back  i t s  e f fo r t  i n  l a se r
research, partly in the belief that the market
would not be large enough in the near future.
Monday ,  IBM resea rcher s  sa id  they  were
impressed by the Nichia achievement.

“I’d call it a piece of technical work that
is absolutely remarkable, and it stands on its
own,” said Bill Lenth, manager of science and
techno logy  a t  the  IBM Almaden  resea rch
laboratory in San Jose.  But other American
compet i to rs  sa id  the  in te rna t iona l  race  to
commercia l ize  the  technology was  s t i l l  in
p rog res s  and  r e fused  to  concede .   [End
quoting]

Another amazing product.

UNLIKELY  VISITORS

From ANGELS ON EARTH, Sep/Oct, 1998,
Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY
10512: [quoting]

We were both born-and-bred Texans, but in
1964 my husband, Howard, and I were thinking
of moving somewhere else. Howard was just
out of the Marines, and in June we visited
some of his old buddies in northern California
while we looked for work there. You could say
things were up in the air with us. When we
finally headed back to Texas, nothing had been
decided about our future, and I was feeling
down.

Checking the road map as we crossed into
Nevada I had an idea. “How about some fun?”
I asked. “We could see the Grand Canyon.”
We would have to turn north and go out of our
way, but Howard’s face brightened. “Let’s go!”
he said.

We’d always wanted to visi t  the Grand
Canyon, often poring over pictures of it  at
home and dreaming of a trip. But pictures and
dreams can’t begin to prepare you for the real
thing. I couldn’t believe my eyes when we first
entered the park.  God’s creat ion in al l  i ts
wonder,  I  thought,  as we stared across the
boundless space from the canyon’s rim.  The
weather was warm, and I was glad I’d worn
only my favorite red shorts and a cool shirt.

We opened the windows wide to catch the
breeze as we drove along the Park’s southern
edge.  About every 15 minutes I called, “Stop
here!” and jumped out of the car to take a
picture.  My clothes and white tennis shoes
were soon brown with dust, but I didn’t care.

I was almost out of film by the time we
reached the northwestern corner of the canyon.
“One  l a s t  p i c tu re !”  I  begged ,  spo t t i ng  a
beautiful lookout point below a thick hedge
just off the road.  Howard pulled over and I
leaped from, the Car.  I ran behind the hedge
and  down  th ree  s t eps  toward  a  l and ing
enclosed by an iron guard rail.  As I stepped
onto the landing with my right foot, the rubber
sole of my shoe crunched on a thick layer of
pea-sized gravel.  Holding tight to the camera
around my neck, I tried to regain my balance,
but my foot flew out from under me.  I fell
on my back, my legs in the air, and began to
slide across the gravel.  The landing sloped at
a 45-degree angle, and I couldn’t stop myself.
I was heading feet first toward the canyon’s
waiting mouth.

Grab the guard rai l!  I  reached for  the
lower iron bar of the rail—but missed.  I was
so skinny I went right under it.  The camera
swung wildly and smashed against the canyon
wall, film unspooling into the wind, the cord
pressing at my neck.  I felt my head leave the
edge of the landing.  Scrub brush growing
from the canyon wall  tore at  me as I  s l id
downward.  All I could see was sky above and
the open canyon below.  I stretched my arms
high  over  my head ,  reach ing  up—hoping ,
praying, trying, to stop myself from sliding.  I
was grabbing at the air!  If I could only find
something to hold onto...

A hand!  Someone caught my wrist in a
powerful  gr ip,  instant ly  s topping my sl ide
down the wall.  There was no struggle, no jerk
of my body.  My shoulders and back pressed
against the rock.

“Are you okay, my dear?” asked a tall old
man with white hair.  He had soft eyes and a
hea l thy  g low to  h i s  f ace .   He  smi l ed  a
grandfatherly smile, and I knew I could trust
him with my life.  “Up we go,” he said.
And with one swift movement I was lifted
out of the canyon and laid safely on the
gravel landing.  How could anyone so old be
so strong?

Catch ing  my  b rea th ,  I  l ooked  more
c lose ly  a t  my  r e scue r .   The  man  was
probably in his seventies.  His clothes were
o ld - fash ioned  and  ca re fu l ly  p ressed .   I
admired his  s t i f f  whi te  shir t  wi th  a  ta l l
collar  and wide t ie .   His polished black
shoes were long and narrow, and laced up
with neatly tied bows.  Stooping beside him
was  an  o ld  l ady ,  l ook ing  a t  me  wi th
twinkling dark eyes.  She wore a long print
dress,  t ight  around her neck with a lace
collar draped in a semicircle down to her
ample bosom.  There was a cameo at the
center of her throat.  Her hose were thick
and black, her high-top shoes shiny with a
wide  hee l .   The  man  and  woman  were
picture-perfect, not a speck of dust on either
of them.

The woman enfolded me in her arms.
She and her companion helped me to my
feet, cooing over me, trying to soothe me.
They straightened my clothes and took the
broken  camera  f rom my neck .   When I

calmed down, they moved to either side of me
and we walked up the steps and around the
hedge.  Howard was waiting patiently in the
car.  Only a few minutes had elapsed.  He
knew nothing of what had happened until he
saw me.

I winced as he put me in the car.  “You’ll
find help for her there,” the man said, pointing
up the road to the left .   “It’s  a hospital ,”
added the woman.

“Thank you!” Howard said,  c losing my
door and hurrying behind the wheel.  “Thank
you,” I called as strongly as I could.  We
turned to wave at the elderly couple as we
drove away.  They walked toward the landing,
and disappeared behind the hedge.

“Where  d id  they  go?”   Howard  asked .
“Where did they come from?” I countered.
Two old people dressed in some kind of out-
dated Sunday best—unlikely clothes for canyon
visitors.   And the man couldn’t  have been
standing on the ledge when he grabbed my
wrist.   I’d slid too far to be reached from
there.  Had he been climbing around the steep
walls of the canyon?  Impossible!

The hospital was just where the couple told
us it would be.  Doctors and attendants treated
me, cleaning my wounds, meticulously picking
gravel from all over my body.  They found
scrapes from scrub brush on my head, neck and
shoulders .   They a l l  shook thei r  heads  in
disbelief.  This was proof to them that I had
indeed fallen into the canyon.

Today I see the old couple as clearly in my
mind as I did when they stood on either side
of me, all those years ago.  Back then Howard
and I decided the best thing to do was to stay
put for the time being.  And in the end Texas
has always been home.  But that doesn’t mean
I  haven’ t  seen  o the r  changes  in  my  l i f e .
Always though, when insecurities leave me up
in the air, I remember God’s steadying grip.

—by Jan smith,  Arlington, Texas  [End
quoting]

Nothing is impossible!  And Guardian Angels
come in all shapes, sizes, and ages.  
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1/11/99  #1    HATONN

THE  “ALPHA”  WRITING

This is a bit of an inside code, “Alpha”, because our file numerals are 01111.  You won’t want to change that but you will want to make this
writing easily accessible.  I am going to explain what is taking place in the Philippines and with the Asian central bankers, along with Greenspan
and the Bank of International Settlements in Hong Kong.

The “Global” “thing” has become that hot potato with which nobody wanted to deal but could no longer bury.  And no, I don’t speak of elderly
certificates or cute contracts—but criminal activities.  You can’t do anything with paper if it is deemed in the world to be no good.  However, if
you utilize the PLAN there is much you can do with leverage.

I am obligated to not give details of any ongoing negotiations or structured, in structuring, or conclusive agreements.  However, I am not going
to HIDE or further secret away the methodology of the Plan itself and how it is being both wisely and unwisely utilized.

This will be a big focus at the “informal” bankers’ meeting in Hong Kong today.  We will just wait to see what the outcome of those “top secret
‘informal’” meetings might produce but it is hard to call all that stuff in the fan anything other than what it is and, my goodness, there is a lot of
“Oh shit-ing” going on on the merry-go-round.

Rumors are correct: the Global “stuff” has been qualified and a lot of worst-case banking games are being uncovered as buy-offs and outs have
been attempted but there is something about the criminal mind—you can’t shut up everyone all the time.  And, further, it is not due to filching that
brings the house of cards down—it is the boasting big shots right through their mouths.

Does Greenspan have a problem?  Not if he works with the global community but otherwise his problem ranges, in the counting of one to ten,
somewhere about 197.

THE  PHILIPPINE  GAME

The “game” in the Philippines is as expected, a cute “try to filch” gamble.  Can they pull off a big coup, get money FREE from the scoundrels
without having to pay anything (as is being promised by the Elite brokerage players called British Israel Elite [City of London]).  How?  Well, kids,
“Where did all the gold bars go?  Long time mi-iss-ing.  Where did all the gold stuff go—a long time ago?”  2nd chorus: “To the Devil all of it—a
long time ago.”  Well, you get my meaning.

Now for a tiny tale, but one of which great movies are made: “One day a long time ago——there were some men who thought they could gain
the world and take the property, the gold AND control, while owning the people.”

So, these men set about finding the perfect way to accomplish this feat.  That wasn’t too hard, what with everyone in POWER in the highest
political places, so they set about their task with great gusto and macho mayhem.

Since the major gold and currency criminals had a big network and their own “gain the world” plan working it became an easy thing to merge
parts of both plans into a big loop over which control could be exerted, THEY THOUGHT, until the end of time.  But oops, they didn’t take into
consideration, GOD.  Oh darn it!  Neither did they take into consideration that once they started murdering Russell Herman, the holder of these
precious documents, he wouldn’t play ball with them and would see to it that they were CAUGHT in the act of sticky-finger rape and plunder with
ever so little an amount of pillage.

Russell Herman called on ME, Yeorgos Ceres Hatonn, who happened to hold a pretty high position up the ladder—almost to the Cosmos, as a
matter of fact.  He placed the whole package, hook, line, and corporation into my CARE AND NURTURING.

All things were then registered and entered into the LEGAL BOOKS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Now for you inquiring minds: Mr. Bentsen of Texas took over the mandated qualifying and hiding of said stuff, HE THOUGHT.  Oh, elaborate

plans were carried out and even Col. Ollie North got to lie, cheat and steal, under the shelter of National Security, about those little deals—about
most of which he knew NOTHING (at first).  By the time Russell was dying, however, he knew how serious this mess had become.  But after all, it
became his problem of just how to extract information and signatures from Russell without getting Bush and brigade caught—you know, SPECIAL
FORCES methods of information gathering.  But, I could help Russell go through that phase of his ordeal by removing “him”, basically, from the
experience except to observe.

All good students of history will recall that Mr. Bentsen remained into the next administration (Clinton’s) for some strange reason, beyond that
of ordinary changeover.  Further, at about that same time the Secretary of Treasury was being paid by the IMF and all the transfer of the U.S.
Judicial System along with the Treasury Department was being finalized within the Federal Reserve System, IMF and World Bank.  All the gold
reserves had been shifted out of the vaults of the U.S. and into the vaults of the NEW system.  The gold remaining in the United States went to the
British Israel operations (through the brokerage houses and Elite banks) in New York, or was shipped for storage abroad.

I marvel at the limited scope of your realization, people.  You know all that gold wealth being paid to Holocaust victims from here, there and
everywhere?  Why don’t YOU apply, citizen?  Have you not been HURT by that old and nasty Holocaust?  No, I mean YOU, whoever you are or
whatever you claim as race, creed or color.  YOU HAVE BEEN HURT, YOU MUST REALIZE THAT—DON’T YOU?

The rest of the gold available was stashed hither and yon—yea, even with Saddam you-know-who.
Things went along fine except that, even after the recovering of the corporation and reconforming and reconfirming the documents into legal

negotiable CONTRACT, the BOYS didn’t want to give up their lop-sided game.

—PUBLIC NOTICE—

The Alpha Memorandum

Editor’s note: To fulfill the legal requirements, we are presenting the following as a legal Public Notice for four consecutive weeks.  This is the
third of four presentations.
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By this time Rubin was in the Treasurer seat and Janet Reno was in the judicial seat of power—BOTH ARE PAID EMPLOYEES OF THE
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND (you will find that so too are such as the Sec. of State, Defense, etc., paid by FOREIGN POWERS THROUGH
THE SAME SYSTEM).  WITH NOTHING TO DO WITH THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA EXCEPT AS POWER-WIELDERS FOR FOREIGN
POWERS.  You will note that these people do not use the U.S. Constitution nor do they actually use the U.N. Charter—they use the Talmudic Law
of the Elders of Zion.

Ah, but even with the ongoing security IN PLACE, the “Boys” didn’t quit.  They came along and did their own thing—AGAIN.  But it is quite
unlawful and invalid—ISN’T IT?  But by now a lot of collapse, horrendous fall-out and a lot of bad management have passed under the bridge of
LIGHT and LIFE.  In addition, a LOT of very important (at least to themselves) people were not aware of the game being shoved off onto their
“responsibility” shoulders by those with access to “Plausible Denial”.

So came Soros and the money banditos snatching and snitching while dealing in currencies and gold reserves, gold in general, derivatives,
options trading, rollovers and anything with multi-100 + percent pay-back per WEEK (or day), whichever was good on a given day and transaction.

Now, back at the farm, I could just watch and wait for I have a lot of patience and plenty of “time” to wait—until everything got into as big a
mess as it appears to be today.  So, we will just leave it there for now.

Our program is not to cash out anything, ladies and gentlemen, with undue coverage or non-restraint.  The only way you can balance anything
and bring any kind of order back into your world programs is to back that currency in your hands, now run into chaos, through a substantial
“backing” with value.  That is usually gold as the accepted commodity.

But, the grabbers are still in there “everywhere” doing their insane interest-gaining fiddling.  And, moreover, most of the Elite politicians, who
think themselves so very important, work right along with them.  Both play games of intrigue and lies.  They don’t even know any other way to
play.  AND, THEY ARE FEAR-FILLED COWARDS OF THE WORST KIND.

The brokerage butchers, i.e., Morgan, Smith Barney, et al., offer and give backup, agree to do loans on bond floats and lower interest than the
IMF and hope to save face out there some five years minimum before they are found out as having bought the whole offering themselves.  But, it
seems there is nothing else they could have actually done.

Fine.  But who would invest under such circumstances?  Nobody.  So, what has happened?  SIMPLE: The Central Bank is backing the bonds
with GOLD.  Now, know that the Central Bank is the ONLY BANK that can even handle gold in the Philippines, so that gave the Central Bank the
inside edge on this deal.  The Philippines has NO INTENTION WHATSOEVER OF PAYING BACK THE IMF, PAYING OFF THE NATIONAL
DEBT, OR PAYING ANY INTEREST BEYOND “SHOW”, AND NEVER THE PRINCIPLE INVOLVED.  Never did and never will!

Ah—BUT BIG FLUB IN THE THINKING!  THAT LEAVES NOTHING UPON WHICH TO BASE THE FUNDING AND, LATER, WHAM,
BAM, AND THANK YOU MA’AM, THE GOLD WILL BE SEIZED, IF THINGS CONTINUE AS THEY ARE NOW MOVING, BY THE ELITE
FORCES (ARMY) OF THE WORLD GOVERNMENT—AND THE PHILIPPINES BECOMES A THING (NATION) OF THE PAST HISTORY OF
THE DOWNFALL OF THE WORLD KNOWN AS EARTH SHAN.

Are you with me so far, readers?  Isn’t this a cute tale of intrigue and nastiness?
Cogs began to fall into the spokes, however, when George Bush bought a bunch of stashed gold from Saddam.  They were just running a really

smooth game and it is still in progress.  That nice Inter-American Development Bank (Bunko) has just set up little nice banks all around, you know,
the little Asian Development Bank, European Development Bank, Hong Kong Development Bank, East Po-dunk Development Bank, and ever so
many more.  This sprang out of Inter-American Investment Corporation—MINE—originally set up by the Bush Boys but never through Incorporation—
OOPS, BIG GOOF!!

This also was pretty much inclusive of the DEPOSIT TRUST outfit who runs all the stocks, etc., yours included.  Names are changed on
investments and never do the investors even be able to FIND their accounts and all those that can be located NOW will not be around after y2k for
that is why y2k was invented in the first place.

Several banks were set up specifically to run this money into arms, drugs, whatever, among which were BNL AND THE OLD AND FAMOUS
BCCI.

Now comes along goodie-two-shoes with golden wings or something and thinks a change can be wrought?  Yep, and these boots are gonna walk
all over the spooks.

Can it be done through established banks?  Of course, but not if they won’t play fair and just.
It WILL be done through non-interest bearing banks which have been kept as big dark secrets from you nice Judeo-Christians—and are generally

recognized in the bank circles as ISLAMIC-TYPE BANKS.
Now, anybody who has gold can play in this game and they don’t even need us—UNTIL they find that the world forces can come forth and

simply take their gold reserves up, up and away to their secret hiding places.
IF, HOWEVER, THERE SITS A DEBT AGAINST THE TAKERS, WHOEVER MIGHT REPLACE THE IMF OR WHATEVER—THE BANK

SIMPLY HANDS THE AMOUNT OF OBLIGATION OVER TO THE TAKERS IN LIKE FORM—RIGHT OUT OF THEIR OWN POT.
Now, I ask, IS THIS HARD TO UNDERSTAND?  I didn’t think so!  And, are there banks enough, nations enough, and people enough to use

such a strange idea as gold for currency?  The U.S. did until the Federal Reserve took over the U.S. and then the World—thanks to Mr. Wilson.
Oh indeed, Global has truth and the right-real stuff.  Who will dare to use it?  The better question is: WHO DARES NOT TO USE IT IN THIS

COLLAPSING WORLD ECONOMY?
The silly shysters put outrageous “market” numbers up for your attention.  People, wake up, anyone with a net-line can put up any numbers they

want you-the-dreamy-eyed to see and be fooled all the time.  The Big Boys are out of their minds with concern and panic.
Do they want to “deal”?  Well, as Bush said once, “...not at this time”.  Actually they do but I wanted to remind everyone of the original

offering of cooperation at the beginning of this odyssey.  Let’s just call it the Yellow Brick Road Odyssey.
Can “they” play in the game too?  Yep, and it would make everything so much easier on EVERYONE.  THE WORLD WANTS A WAY TO

RECOVER STABILITY, NOT HANG CRIMINALS.  THE POLITICIANS AND THIEVES WILL HANG THEMSELVES, OR ONE ANOTHER.
Does my little Team know all this and/or the details of my negotiations or the twirp-games being put forth?  No, and they don’t need to know.

They just need to keep on plugging away and hold strong in the face of great difficulties.  But always remember something: GOD’S DELAYS ARE
NOT GOD’S DENIALS.

And the “Philippines” or anyone else can play any game they want to play—and it simply will only be a momentary relief—sort of like soothing
the stomach ulcer pain—but the ulcer is just getting bigger and bigger and bigger and it will again hemorrhage without ability to put a cork in the
hole.

The bandits may well be able to contain some of the people some of the time—but they cannot, nor shall they ever, contain ME.
I would in fact like to just sign off this little message as:
George C. Hatonn, C.E.O., C.O.O.,
GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION (GLOBAL) (aka GAIA)
I am also recognized as Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn (hATON

n)
 (but unless you have a Greek or Aramaic-Arabic keyboard you can’t actually spell it

correctly).
You may call me “Aton”.
Any questions may be directed to the Federal Reserve, IMF, World Bank or U.S. Treasury (but they will lie to you for the heads of those

organizations have their orders and being good Talmudic Kol Nidre-disciplined children, will do so under oath).  Look it up.  
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“seed cops” project which, as the article states, is
going to require the crooks in high places to
either back off or find some sneakier, more
underground avenue for its implementation.

Obviously the key to keeping this matter in
check is to remain alert and keep the spotlight of
pressure on the ones trying to gain this foothold of
control over us.

— Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief

1/23/99    DR.  AL  OVERHOLT

MONSANTO  TERMINATE
TERMINATOR?

... or is the “Monster” just taking its own sterility
strategy underground?

Get Ready for Terminator II—
the “T’nT” of agriculture

RAM News Release
11 December 1998
Rural Advancement Foundation International
http://www.rafi.org

Rural advocacy organizations learned today
that Monsanto, arguably the world’s least popular
biotech multinational, held a high-level meeting
yesterday to consider whether or not to abandon
its quest for an exclusive license on the Terminator
technology—US patent no. 5,723,765—which its
subsidiary, Delta & Pine Land Co., co-owns with
the US Department of Agriculture (USDA).* The
patent covers a system for genetically engineering
suicide “seeds” that cannot be replanted, thus
forcing farmers to return to the commercial seed
market every year.  Philip Angell, Director of
Monsanto’s Corporate Communications, confirmed
that Monsanto held a meeting to discuss
Terminator yesterday and that Monsanto’s
President, Bob Shapiro, attended.  Angell declined
to offer details, but he told RAFI that “it’s an
issue we have to wrestle with”.

The news came, appropriately enough, amid
the 50th anniversary celebrations for the UN’s
Universal Declaration on Human Rights.  “If
Monsanto is backing down on Terminator,” says
Rene Salazar of the Philippines, “it is a great day
for Farmers’ Rights and the right of farmers to
save and exchange seeds.”  Salazar chairs the
Community Biodiversity Development and
Conservation Programme (CBDC) a 15-country
consortium of rural organizations concerned [and]
devoted to farmer-based plant breeding.

Terminator II: Pat Mooney, RAFI’s Executive
Director, says that RAFI also heard from an
informed US Department of Agriculture (USDA)

[Continued  from  Front  Page]

Will Monsanto Terminate
The  Terminator?

official that the company might have an alternative
strategy in the works.  Monsanto may choose to
avoid negative publicity by giving up its high-
profile association with the Terminator patent, and
instead conduct in-house research on a second-
generation variation of the suicide seed.
“Unfortunately, this isn’t a goodbye to Terminator,
it’s probably hasta la vista,” explains Mooney.
“It’s likely that Monsanto’s research on genetic
seed sterilization will move underground where it
can be conducted away from public scrutiny and
negative publicity.”  Mooney adds, “After all, this
is a technology that is still in the early stages of
development, why invite more negative publicity
when it’s stil l  some years away from
commercialization?”

Trick or Treat?: “In recent weeks, Monsanto
has come under increasing fire, especially from
India’s farmers, to abandon the Terminator patent,”
RAFI’s Research Director, Hope Shand reports.
“Lately,” Shand says, “Monsanto has been trying
to disassociate itself with the highly unpopular
Terminator technology.”  On 3 December Shand
told a United Nations biotechnology conference in
Vienna that Terminator technology poses an
enormous threat to world food security and to
Farmers’ Rights.  When Monsanto’s spokesperson,
Carlos Joly, followed her to the podium, he didn’t
say a word to defend the technology.  “Participants
were very surprised,” Shand comments.
“Monsanto’s silence adds fuel to the rumours that
the company sees Terminator technology as a
public relations disaster and it wants to get out of
the crosshairs.”

The Terminator technology was developed
jointly by the USDA and Delta and Pine Land
Company, a Mississippi-based seed company.  Two
months after the patent was awarded to both
parties, Monsanto offered to buy Delta and Pine
Land for $1.8 billion.  In late-September RAF1
learned that the Monsanto subsidiary had entered
into negotiations with USDA to obtain exclusive
rights to the Terminator patent.  In response, RAFI
launched an international e-mail campaign that has
resulted in more than 3500 letters of protest from
60 countries to US Secretary of Agriculture Dan
Glickman.  The campaign calls on USDA to cease
negotiations with Monsanto, abandon research on
Terminator and withdraw patent applications on the
technology that are pending in 87 foreign countries.

Worldwide, there’s an avalanche of public
opposition to the Terminator technology, and
there’s no question that Monsanto and USDA are
feeling the heat.  “Monsanto could kill two birds
with one stone,” says Shand, “by publicly
suspending or ending the USDA negotiations while
pursuing Terminator II.”

Terminator and Trait-er—the T’nT Generation?

According to Pat Mooney, every major seed and
agrochemical corporation has been pouring over
the original Terminator claim ever since the patent
was published last March.  “Terminator is not a
single patent but a technology,” Mooney maintains,
“It demonstrates that an external chemical can be
used to activate or deactivate genetic traits in
plants.  Obviously, the most profitable trait for the
company to control is the plant’s ability to
reproduce itself.  But there are others.”

As described in the patent, Terminator seeds
are soaked in tetracycline, a common antibiotic,
before being sold.  Tetracycline is the chemical
that activates a molecular switch; it sets in
motion a genetic chain reaction that ultimately
instructs the plant to kill  its own seeds
[emphasis mine—see comment at end.].  Life
industry companies, that sell both seeds and
pesticides, are anxious to develop more
sophisticated versions of the Terminator
technology.  Once perfected, they may have the
technology in hand to control a range of genetic
traits that can be switched on and off with
chemical inducers.  Commercially, companies
would prefer to “trigger” the suicide sequence with
a proprietary pesticide.  In this way, life industry
companies can shift the costs to the farmer while
increasing chemical sales.  “In order to shift the
burden to the farmer successfully,” Pat Mooney
concludes, “companies will have to build in traits
farmers either need to activate—or de-activate—in
order to have a good harvest.” Would companies
go so far as to introduce negative—or “traitor”—
genes in order to sell seeds and chemicals?  “The
Terminator is a negative trait,” Mooney points out,
“If s a genetically-engineered seed ‘defect’ that
prevents plants from reproducing.  It has zero
agronomic value but companies are already trying
to convince farmers its good for food production.
Terminator II will be the Terminator plus Traitor
gene sequences—the T’nT of agriculture,”  predicts
Mooney.

Terminating the Terminator: RAFI, the
international rural advocacy organization that first
disclosed and named the “Terminator” patent, will
continue its campaign.  “We are calling upon the
US Government not to relinquish the patent to
Monsanto,” Shand says.  “We want the Patent
Office to review the original claim and to ban the
patent on the grounds that it is contrary to public
morality.” RAFI is contacting government officials
and civil society organizations in the 87 countries
where the Terminator patent is pending to ask
them to reject the patent by invoking the legal
mechanism of “ordre public”.

“When patent offices invoke ordre public, they
not only reject the specific claim they also reject
the whole technology and its use by anyone within
their borders,” Pat Mooney points out.  RAFI also
wants international regulatory agencies to rule that
the Terminator can’t be sold as “seed” since, as
Mooney argues, “It is ‘damaged goods’.  It’s
defective—the opposite of what a seed is—
something that can reproduce itself from generation
to generation.”

Hope Shand offers another concern, “Monsanto
has made itself the target but there is a similar
patent granted to Zeneca BioSciences in the UK.”
That patent was dubbed the “Verminator” by RAFI
because the seed sterility technique is promoted
with a “fat rat” gene.  “Every major life industry
corporation hopes to develop its own version of
suicide seeds in the coming years,” explains
Shand. “Engineering seed sterility is a logical goal
for the multinational seed industry because around
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three-quarters of the world’s farmers routinely save
seed from their harvest for replanting,” says Shand.

A handful of multinationals are racing to
dominate the “Life Industry”.  Zeneca is proposing
to merge with Sweden’s Astra to create
AstraZeneca—possibly the third largest l ife
industry company.  Hoechst and Rhone-Poulenc are
also merging and they could be the largest of all
in this field.  Novartis, DuPont and Monsanto will
likely respond to these mega-mergers by creating
more and bigger alliances.  “Together, these five
account for virtually one hundred per cent of the
global transgenic seed market,” explains Mooney,
“They aren’t about to abandon a profitable
monopoly opportunity like Terminator.   If
Monsanto does what rumours suggest—and low-
keys the Terminator,” Mooney concludes, “we can
take heart in knowing that the Terminator can be
terminated.  We can win this fight.  But the battle
is far from over.”

If the rumours are correct, the December 10th
Monsanto meeting date is especially significant for
Civil Society Organizations because it comes on
the 50th anniversary of the Universal Declaration
for Human Rights.  On Human Rights Day two

years ago, the US Government abandoned its
intensely-controversial patent on a cell line
containing unmodified DNA from a Hagahai man
from Papua, New Guinea.  RAFI brought the
patent to world attention and campaigned
successfully against it.  “Let’s hope this becomes
an annual tradition,” Rene Salazar says.

Civil society organizations around the world
are reacting strongly to recent news about the
Terminator: Camila Montecinos of Chile, the Latin
American corrdinator for the CBDC comments,
“The Terminator or YnT [sic] technology is a way
for biotech breeders to reduce costs, increase
control, and guarantee monopoly sales.  The only
way to stop it is for governments to refuse the
whole technology.”

In Harare, Zimbabwe, the CBDC’s African
coordinator agrees, “We have seen how the biotech
multinationals manipulate public opinion here in
Africa,” Andrew Mushita of Commu-Tech says,
“and we know the fight against the Terminator will
be a long one”.

From the Philippines, Neth Danos of SEARICE
(Southeast Asian Regional Institute for Community
Education) adds, “Farmers here know about the

Terminator and they are telling their governments
to reject the patent.  The Terminator could be the
greatest threat to the well-being of poor farmers
that we have ever faced.”  SEARICE holds the
regional coordination for CBDC in Southeast Asia.

From Bangladesh, Farhad Mazur of UBINIG is
equally alarmed, “There are 1.4 billion poor people
who depend upon the ability to save seed for their
food security”, Mazur says. “Most of these people
are in South Asia—exactly where the Terminator’s
inventors have said they want to introduce the
technology.  Fighting against the Terminator is
fighting for life itself.”

Note of clarification:
* Monsanto’s takeover of Delta & Pine Land

was approved by the company’s shareholders on
30 November 1998 in Memphis,  Tennessee
(USA).  The Federal Trade Commission, a US
government regulatory body, will give formal
approval tof the merger shortly.  [End quoting]

The fact that tetracycline has been used so
heavily as one of the major antibiotics is
pretty scary after reading this—don’t you
think??     

Aton: Reminder To ALL To

Discern Truth For Yourself
1/24/99    ATON, THE ONE LIGHT

Good morning, little one.  It is I, Aton, The One
Light.  I am the Breath of Life.  I am Source of
your soul essence.  Be calm and find peace within
My Light.

There is much change that will quickly be
impacting your current experience.  Players are
being moved and responsibilities are going to be
shifted to those who have proven their ability to
handle same.

There shall be a greater demand for clarity in
these times ahead.  The beast is among you and you
see it not.

The adversary plays his role well and is a
master of third-dimensional illusion.  He will cloud
your minds with illusions of grandeur and get you
ones chasing fantastic dreams—all under the
pretense of serving the “Lighted” cause.

Any distraction from purpose can be considered
a success for the adversary.  Whether it be an
annoying mosquito which keeps you from
concentrating in the moment, or a maiming of the
physical body in a direct assault to remove you
from the playing field, the adversary is a genius at
his testing game.

NO ONE IS BEYOND THE INFLUENCE OF
THE MASTERFUL TRICKERY OF THE
ADVERSARY.  NO ONE!  IF YOU THINK
THAT YOU ARE, THEN HE HAS YOU IN THE
PALM OF HIS HAND AND YOU SEE IT NOT.

A great but subtle laziness has crept into the

more recent receivings of some of our more
“seasoned” receivers who feel that there is little
need to demand identification from even the most
familiar entity.  This should raise “red flags” in the
minds of all who read these writings.

There is a fundamentally important reason for
the messages that come via this public newspaper
route to have the clarification of intent and source
as an explicit, integral part of the writings.  First, it
establishes the intent of the receiver as to keeping
their shielding up.  Second, it helps the reader
reaffirm and call-in The Light while reading.  And
third, it stands as an example to all about how very
important even the most subtle (simple) of things
can be.

I, Aton, caution all readers to henceforth
question any and all writings, including this one.
Read them as if they are from a master con-
artist who will give you great truth 99% of the
time, only to suck you in and distract, or even
destroy, you with the remaining 1%.

You ones shall bear witness to great atrocities
and see millions who follow blindly, not just
purposeful deceivers, but even well-intending ones
who realize not their overshadowment by the
adversarial forces.

The adversary still has many tricks “up his
sleeve” and even you more experienced ones will
have not seen some of these “new” twists.  YOU
ALL ARE NOW ON NOTICE AND HAVE BEEN
WARNED!  THIS IS NOT A TIME FOR CASUAL
ATTITUDES OR LAX ATTENTION TO

DETAILS.
Forewarned means you now have an educated

viewpoint from which to make your OWN choices.
You may claim ignorance if you like, but I know
you, and I know what YOU know.

I shall allow each and every one of you to your
own free-will choice.  I will honor your choice,
even if it is to serve those forces which oppose My
Lighted Wisdom.  I will not force you to see or
force you to hear, nor will I force you to partake of
the many gifts offered to en-Light-en your path.

All who walk the Lighted path stumble along
their journey.  It is an integral part of the learning.
Those who get back up and persist forward are the
ones who grow and become wise.  Those who focus
upon hiding (and otherwise making excuses for)
their “humanness” leave themselves open to a level
of ego manipulation which the adversary plays like
a skilled musician.

The path is fraught with great challenges
(potholes) along the way.  The more you travel
down the road, the greater the challenges become,
and the wiser you will need to be.

But, so too do ones become more and more
tired of climbing up out of the potholes, and in the
fatigue comes a laziness in which ones will simply
find it easier to “rest” awhile and try to remember
why it was so important to walk the path in the first
place.

This again is the adversary getting in and
clouding the thoughts with subtle doubts and
uncertainty.  There is ALWAYS a way back out of
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the “rut” or “hole” that you may find yourself in.
The most difficult one to get out of is the one that
you either cannot admit to having fallen into, or you
are not aware of being in, in the first place.

Again, if the adversary gets you one degree off
course, and though from day to day you notice not
the “drifting”, you may very well “wake-up” one
day and see that you have wandered several miles
off your intended course—only to be too
embarrassed (another tool often used by the
adversary) to admit to yourself (or others) that you
have been “played” by the adversary.

This is the nature of your current schoolroom.  I
hold not My receivers responsible for what YOU-
the-reader do with the information they offer.
However, they will always hold themselves
accountable for their actions taken.  If they have
allowed the subtle influence of adversarial
manipulation to enter into their writings, and they
go forth under the guise of an assumed name, then
they will surely feel the return energy flow from
such error in discernment.

TO ALL OF MY RECEIVERS (WHICH
INCLUDES ALL OF YOU READERS): IT IS
NOW TIME TO RETURN TO THE BASICS AND
DEMAND IDENTIFICATION FROM ANY AND
ALL ENTITIES WHO MAY COMMUNE WITH
YOU.

This means not just asking: “Do you come in
Light?”  But even more importantly: “In whose
Light?”!  To all of you who read, and accept
without question, EVERY word from such received
messages, I say that you are already off course in
terms of personal growth.

Just where does your own PERSONAL
RESPONSIBILITY enter into such blind faith in
others?!  Go within and hear My voice for
YOURSELF!

If you see contradiction in a writing from an
entity who, say, has stated otherwise in an earlier
presentation, then go within and seek clarification.
Perhaps you ones are being tested to see who is
awake and who is on “auto-pilot”.  When you read
something that does not “sit” right with you, then
seek clarification within; if what you feel still
“bothers” you, then speak up and voice your
concern.

You will do a great service for the ones who
have become lax or sloppy in their communication
skills.  All of My Hosts are experts in
communicating, so where might the breakdown be?
If you do not demand Truth for yourself, then you
will not have Truth.

Also, know that I and My Hosts have infinite
patience for you ones.  All who come in service to
expanding the greater awareness of Creation do so
as a matter of FREE-WILL CHOICE.  Each have
infinite patience for you ones and infinite capacity
to forgive.  Likewise, each are experts at balancing
sternness with compassion and love.

None here love any of you less when we see
you make a mistake.  We only wish for you ones to
have the growth that you desire.  This desire comes
from the depths of your soul and is the primary
reason for choosing to face challenges such as you
are now facing.

I offer these words as a template of sorts so that
you may refer to them and remember where you
come from and where you are heading.  The
adversarial forces (those who choose to disconnect
from Source and oppose those who choose to
remain connected) must ALWAYS wear a sign.
The clues are ALWAYS there, so no excuses,
please!

If you want to be a part of a “group” who sit

around and meditate and chant, then do it.  But,
maintain reason, and when the “leader” tells you all
to wear your Nike tennis shoes and asks you to
drink the “special” Kool-aid, have enough sense to
say “NO, THANK YOU!”

Who are these so-called leaders?  Who is it who
YOU rely upon to make YOUR connection for you?
Again, where does PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY
enter into this picture?

When will you realize that YOU are the miracle
and that YOU have the gift of creating within you?
The CONTACT newspaper is for those of you who
have come to assist your brothers in need of
guidance.  You have each volunteered to come forth
in the physical so that there would be an awakened
voice to speak out and expose the atrocities of the
darkened ones who drain the life-force from
everything they touch.

Those of you who are drawn to CONTACT for
insight and useful information are among the
“Ground Crew” for My Hosts.

But—do not think for one moment that one
needs to read, or even know about, CONTACT in
order to be “Ground Crew” for there are MANY
who simply follow their own Guidance
(Conscience) and do their job.  For these ones, the
challenges of the newspaper would only serve to
distract them from their particular chosen path.

Do not place any one or any thing above
another.  My Plans are perfect and EACH of you
play a role, whether you see it or not.

I need scientists as much as I need philosophers
and receivers.  But most importantly, I need
independent thinkers and DOers.  The faces of My
poor little children, who come from broken homes,
Light up not because of the money dealers on Wall
Street, but because of the dedicated ones who serve
the only decent meal of their day at school
cafeterias.  This is My Plan in action!

Seek first knowledge and truth.  Let not the
limitations of imposed beliefs and prevailing
thought distract YOU from following YOUR own
unique path.  Still yourself and sense the inner,
feeling state of resonance that lets you know when
something is RIGHT or WRONG (truth or lie).

Be not afraid to speak out and challenge what
you feel to be distorted or “spin-doctored”
information.  None of My Hosts mind in the least to
be challenged—and would prefer that you did so
more often than has been the case.

Again, My Hosts have infinite patience relative
to anything you can conceive in the physical, and
will not get upset with you.  If the physical receiver
becomes annoyed with you for doing so, then call
them to task, for you are NOT addressing them!  Or
are you?

Learn the lesson that each day brings and seek
always the greater “reality” (the one which adds the
greatest clarity to any situation).   Be quick to
forgive those who err and you will find that others
will likewise be quick to forgive you when you err.
Look for newness in each day, and allow for the
changes of course to be interjected into your
consciousness.  The very reason may be to get you
back on the path you never knew you left.

Be at peace, little one, for all happens for a
reason and all shall unfold in perfection.  Just
remember that the perfection I speak of is MY
Viewpoint of Perfection and is not limited by the
thinking of physical man.  The greater the growth
potential of any situation, the greater is the
perfection of the situation.  You shall all grow
immensely in the coming years upon your orb!

Follow your own path and seek always
clarification and balance.  Cast not stones upon
another and be quick to forgive those who still feel
a need to cast stones at you.  It is out of ignorance
that these ones do such things. This same ignorance
is why they have chosen to come into this
experience at this time.  When you show them that
you need not get offended by their actions, you
have helped show them a better way.

I am Aton, The One Light!   I am the Spark of
Life that animates your bodies and fires your souls.
You are ALL a part of My Oneness.  What you
experience, so too do I experience.

Walk always with your head held high and your
heart open in the expression of appreciation and
love for all life, everywhere.

Blessings and Peace!  Salu.    
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FACES

What is meant by the term “face”?  It seems
that people mostly recognize others by their
“face”.  It  is what appears on the surface of
something, identifiable and unique.  Then behind
the face of someone or something you have the
personal i ty  or  energy  which  a l lows fur ther
ident i f ica t ion  and  s ingular  recogni t ion .
EVERYTHING HAS A FACE AND
EVERYTHING HAS AN ENERGY—
EVERYTHING HAS LIFE AND EVERYTHING
IS CONNECTED TO EVERYTHING ELSE IN
THE UNIVERSE.

Again, in Manila, our team is drawn back
into the Philippine Airlines (PAL) circumstance.
Now it moves out and around, this involvement,
to possibly all other Southeast Asian airlines, and
what do you picture when I say this, readers?
Do you picture a bunch of 747s?  Do you picture
Lucio Tan’s face?  Do you picture in your mind,
Erap Estrada, the President of the Philippines?
What do you have in vision in mind when we
speak of an airline?  Do you see airports?  Do
you see runways with planes coming and going?
Do you see planes crashed on a hillside?  WHAT
FACE DOES PAL RAISE IN YOUR
CONSCIOUSNESS?  Indeed  i t  IS  VERY
IMPORTANT,  for  everyth ing  has  a  “ face” .
Everything has its own energy!

What I have pointed out are the accompanying
things of an airline and sometimes, if I mention a
specific airline, you can picture the decorations on
the planes or the flag of a nation or whatever—but
what of its FACE?

Let me tell you something that I hope you do
not  forge t ,  fo r  wi th in  each  “ th ing”  i s  the
reflection of a living being, a living person (dead
or alive) and a historical line of progression (or
with PAL, regression)—but you definitely have
history, present, and a perceived and hoped for
“future”.

So what IS the face of, let’s example, PAL
airline?  It is a reflection of all the faces of all
the people who work in a separate task or agency
to give wings, flight, and LIFE to a bunch of
metal and sprags, hopefully positive sprags.  The
face is the face of all the PEOPLE.  The face is
that of the union workers and laborers, the face
of the wives and husbands of the employees, the
mothers, fathers, brothers and sisters.  It is the
baby, sick or well, of the least floor cleaner—
THIS IS  THE FACE OF PAL AND ANY
AIRLINER OR ANYTHING!

Will Lucio Tan be hurt by decisions to close
the airline?  Goodness no.  He wants to dump the

thing that costs him a million dollars a day (in
the hole) every day it stays in business.

But what of the FACES of the airline?  What
about those depending on their jobs for survival
and shelter?  What of the father whose child
must have food and care and he loses his job?
What of THOSE FACES?

Will you see these faces next in squatters’
shacks on the shore of the poisoned River Pasig?
Ladies and gentlemen—THIS IS WHAT WE
ARE ABOUT—GOD’S PEOPLE,  WHOSE
FACES LIFT OR BOW UNTO HIM IN
PETITION, RIGHTEOUS PETITION—FOR
HELP.  YOU ARE THE RESPONSE OF GOD,
MY FRIENDS.

A heavy load on a Friday in Manila?  Well,
what else do you have to do today?  Saving seven
to nine thousand jobs seems like a worthy task to
me!  Ah, but will it REALLY be appreciated?
YES INDEED!  But you will never get it done
until you appreciate the faces of the “leadership”
in the decision-making rooms—but KNOW THE
FACES OF THE AIRLINE WHOSE VERY
EXISTENCE AND SUBSISTENCE FLOWS
FROM THAT (THOSE) AIRLINE(S).  Plural?
Yes, because unless you can get security, safety,
and stability in them all in an area, and then meld
that with international structures, you can’t have
that solid and sound foundation upon which to
BUILD and GROW.  If you don’t attend the
whole, you only have a bunch of flying aircraft
without security ropes.  In this community which
now extends from sea to shining sea, dear ones,
this global community, you must reach out and
care about the child in distant lands lest your own
be lost to the vipers and vultures.

FEDERAL  RESERVE

Ah, the Federal Reserve Corporation boys
have descended on Manila’s Central bank these
days?  Good, for they can lie, cheat and try to
steal (some more), but you know what?  They are
going to do us more good than you can even
imagine—no matter WHAT they might do.  I can
only remind you that you might well reread some
of our own publications and perhaps RUN SOME
OF THEM AGAIN, LIKE MAY 27, 1997.  A
WHOLE NEW WORLD OF SECRETS IS
OPENING TO THE LIGHT; LET US TURN UP
THE LAMP, PLEASE.

No,  we are  NOT ni tpickers—WE WENT
FIRST TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE FOR
HELP AND UNDERSTANDING.  BUT THEY
ONLY CONTINUED TO TAKE MORE OF THE
U.S. GOVERNMENT AND YOU-THE-PEOPLE
FOR A WORSE RIDE.  YOU-THE-PEOPLE are
wel l  covered,  IN AMERICA U.S.A. ,  i f  you

simply return to your Constitutional system and
take back your TREASURY department, your
Congress, and your rights and inheritance as you
go.  You were left some 48 percent of an almost
unlimited resource—by, yes indeed, one Russell
Herrmann, who lost his life standing against the
Boys from Hell.

And where  does  CONTACT f i t ?   Wel l ,
Russell Herrmann left a cool $40 million to that
“gutsy” little paper who dares to print the truth.
Now I think that is worthy of note—it is the
ONLY thing other than to “we-the-people” that
had a specific grant in appreciation of service.
The rest was left to us to accomplish that which
could no longer be attended by himself.  Could
those “around him” do this task?  No, and he
knew it and made arrangements to handle that
little glitch.  What actually was the intent of this
man?  That is NOT YOUR BUSINESS!  It is the
intent of we who follow that matters TODAY.

Considering the statements above I suggest
that CONTACT get on with getting that funding!
Why do you wait for me?  You could fill that
paper  every  week  wi th  th ings  to  push  th i s
movement along so that you get that bequest.
I t ’ s  up  to  you  what  you  do  and  how you
“believe” but it is not worthy of you to ignore
the fact that YOU have to do something in order
to RECEIVE the abundance God promises IF
YOU BUT DO YOUR JOB.  God responds with
far greater abundance than the original amounts
in  focus—IF YOU GIVE AND REGIVE
ACCORDING TO HIS WAY—TEN TO A
HUNDRED TIMES OVER—BUT,  YOU
CANNOT RECEIVE UNLESS YOU “GIVE”
AND THEREIN LIES THE TRUTH OF IT.

The  same th ing  i s  t rue  of  the  Nat ive
Americans  for  I  note  not  one cent ,  not  one
player, except JESSE, has come to climb this
mountain with us.  Little Crow?  Well, he waits
for he knows not what else to do in this arena—
he will  have his t ime in the “make it  work”
phase.  But we have no others—not even the
encouragement to a team under the steamroller
every minute of every day here.

Will  we, then, be able to accomplish our
v is ions  and  prayers  for  a  be t te r  wor ld  in
sovereignty and dignity?  Of course, how can
you think otherwise IF YOU BELIEVE IN THE
CREATION OR THE CREATOR—LIKE
PERHAPS, YOURSELF?

God does  several  th ings  for  your  use  in
creating the “way”.  He provides that which you
need, but you must find it .   He provides the
“way”—but YOU must see it and use it and HE
PROVIDES THE ABILITY TO CREATE, FOR
YOU ARE A PART OF HIMSELF, CREATOR.

Oh yes ,  we  sha l l  ge t  a round to  the
connections between you and us of Universal
Light and it will be JOY in the unfolding.  But
before that “time” there will be more tricks and
games  fo is ted  of f  on  you  to  confuse  and
confound.  Will you swing in the wind like a
Buddha’s chimes?  Or, will you see through the
eyes of REALITY that which is evolving?  Or
will  you grasp one of those so-called “Holy
Books” unt i l  i t  i s  as  unworthy as  Clinton’s
hauling one in and out of a church building and
dirtied by the very acts he performs?

AND, WHAT OF CHRIST?
Well, all I see coming back into press these

days  are  those  th ings  which were  BEFORE
CHRIST as you seem to want to recognize HIM.
And that, dear ones, is what was established by
the adversary HIMSELF for your downfall, your

Faces  In  The  Mirror

Of  Life  Choices

View From Philippines
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wars, your greed, your imbalance and you have
the preachers using all that old foolishness to do
everything from murder to rape,  ravage and
pillage.  NO IT IS NOT ALRIGHT!  THERE IS
MORALITY AND A SET OF MORAL
GUIDELINES—IN EVERY RELIGION OF
LIGHT.  AND IF YOU ABIDE BY ANOTHER
CODE OF ETHICS—YOU SERVE, DIRECTLY,
THE ADVERSARY.

Is it OK to have a dozen wives and a hundred
lovers?  OF COURSE.  BUT IT IS AGAINST
THE LAWS OF GOD IN HIS
COMMANDMENTS FOR MORAL AND
ETHICAL BEHAVIOR AND YOU SHALL
STAND BEFORE GOD AND ANSWER AS TO
WHY YOU CHOSE TO GO AGAINST HIS
LAWS.  Supposing your wife goes forth and has
a dozen husbands and a hundred lovers—TO
COMPARE TO YOU?  Will you be her ultimate
chosen ONE?  I doubt it, gentlemen.  But is it
OK?  I REPEAT: OF COURSE.  I am not here to
judge YOU or your silly games, but if you have
given your oath and word to honor ONE and you
have many—your WORD IS NO GOOD EVER
AGAIN—TO ME.  And by the way—lusting in
the heart and mind is AS UNWORTHY AS THE
ACT ITSELF.  But, for you, that too is YOUR
BUSINESS AND NONE OF MINE—FOR YOU
SHALL STAND BEFORE GOD TO SORT
THESE THINGS FOR SELF.

I am asked for my opinion of the Clinton
mess.  And my opinion is no better than yours.  I
can tell you this much, however: There is going
to be a lot  of future “hard labor” in the hot
orchards of the evil masters for a whole bunch of
these dudes.  But Clinton?  Shall he, just because
he remains in the White House, have POWER?
No.  That is why he got into trouble in the first
place—boredom and LACK of power in FACT.
He was, is not, and never shall be more than a
puppet of the most ridiculous kind.

You are better off as a nation and world with
him sitting on the White House throne, however,
even i f  i t  be  the bathroom stool—for  the
alternative planned is ever so much worse, for the
TEAM of devils on the march are right there to
continue their deadly antics.  Clinton hasn’t made
a decision of his own since he won the first
election.  He is a criminal in both action and heart
intent and he is a pitiful creature.  George Bush
was well advised to throw that election.

Now, readers, in the subject which was topic
number one today—what FACE do you see when
we speak of these things?  Well ,  you might
better rethink that observation AND GO LOOK
IN THE MIRROR FOR YOU ARE THE FACE
OF THIS ATROCITY.

But you think you are not responsible?  Oh yes
YOU ARE.  You let this all come to be and you in
the U.S., from the Evil of England, are THE
HATED EVIL SATANS OF THE GLOBE: YOU!
YOU are the “face” placed upon this nonsense and
terror come upon the world.  Sorry, but the face of
terror is NOT from an Arab or a Muslim—it is
YOUR FACE, WHITE MAN!  YOURS!

YOUR destroyers have marched across a
wor ld  and  des t royed ,  raped ,  p i l l aged  and
plundered everything they have touched.  And,
dear ones, the justice which will be dealt upon
YOU in the wake of these destroyers’ deeds shall
be indeed TERRIBLE.

Should  you  of  the  U.S .  “ run  away,  run
away”?  Actually, yes, it would be a really good
idea to do exactly that.  Will I pull my teams
away and into further security?  Probably.  But it

need not  COME TO THAT now,  should  i t?
When YOU define the evil from the good, you
shall, if you be good, stand out like a light in the
dark tunnel, and the retaliation troops will mark
you “safe” and pass you by.  Remember the
Passover?   Wel l ,  you  DON’T need  b lood
spattered around your door—YOU NEED THE
FREQUENCY AND LIGHT TO MARK THIS
PASSAGE.  However, if you stay in the places
of the evil empire—you will be caught in the
trap of the evil empire.  What might that be?  Oh
goodness, chelas, READ YOUR MATERIAL—IT
IS POURING ALL OVER YOU IN
MOUNTAINS OF TRUTH.

The Siege, as in the movie, will be most seen
in  such  as  Los  Angeles .   The  Armageddon
“missiles” will be most experienced in such as
New York.  “Deviants” will “go down” in all
places but look for Chicago, etc., and places of
the criminal “Mob”, and what about Phoenix of
the most often “first offended”?  Silly kids, why
do you think all that “stuff” takes place around
Phoenix?  Read the stuff offered by Ray Bilger!
I don’t care what they do to Phoenix, Arizona, as
a  focus  on  myse l f  o r  our  P lan—WE ARE
BIRTHED OF FIRE AND ASHES, ENERGY
AND LIGHT, AND THAT WHICH IS SENT OF
GOD SHALL NOT BE CONSUMED BY
ANYTHING MAN HAS CONJURED IN ALL
HIS TINKERING AND TAMPERING.  And you,
birthed in the sign of “water”, shall be able to
put out the “fire”, and so shall it come to pass.
Water (TRUTH) always vanquishes fire (LIES)
just as water on a campfire extinguishes it.  We
call  i t  “THE WORD”.  I t  doesn’t  mean you
might not get your eyebrows or toedies singed—
depending on your “water content”.  I suggest
you keep up your water supply!

Should this be run in the paper?  Yes indeed,
students of Truth, for you are NOW IN THE
TIME OF GOD AND YOU HAD BEST KNOW
THE RULES OF THE ROAD LEST YOU END
UP AS ROADKILL.

Will we get our task done and accomplished
as God wills it?  How else could it be?  I repeat

the question: HOW ELSE COULD IT BE?  You
want the facts, Sir and Ma’am?  Fine, just be
sure  and  s tay  tuned  to  th i s  s ta t ion  for  the
emergency broadcasting system’s instructions
and information bulletin board.

By the way, while you are in a panic about
“where to be”—I suggest you remember that
there are a lot more of YOU than there are of the
adversar ia l  t eams.   I  a l so  want  you  to
REMEMBER that WE have the capability of
programming or reprogramming all those nice
clones “they” have manufactured.  The safest
place for you might well be just as near to a
“base” or “installation” as is safe from a “blast”
of some kind, as you can get.  If you are RIGHT
with GOD, you will be in perfection of place and
time.  If you wish to be “with” brethren, then
you may want to consider some alternatives—but
“security” is WITH GOD, not with a bunch of
people, no matter who they might be.

I want you in all ways to see the FACE of
that which presents and then look beyond the
surface and recognize that which is REAL—but
always see the real face of every encounter and
every  c i rcumstance  les t  you  over look  the
importance of the ones for whom you strive to
serve.  And in so doing—LOOK, CERTAINLY
AND ALWAYS, BEYOND YOUR OWN FACE
FOR THE BEAUTIFUL AND WORTHY YOU
DOES NOT SHOW IN FACIAL FEATURES
BUT IN THE SELF PRESENTED OUT OF THE
FACADE OF APPEARANCES.

Remember that  GOD is  ALL THERE IS.
GOD IS  NOT “ONLY” A FACE IN THE
CROWD—BUT IS THE TREE, THE FLOWER,
THE CREATURE, THE SPARROW, THE LIFE
ITSELF.  DARE NOT PLACE LIMITATIONS
ON THE APPEARANCE OF GOD OR THAT
WHICH IS CREATED, FOR IN LIMITATION IS
THE LIMITATION OF SELF.  ALL THINGS
THOUGHT ARE POSSIBLE, FOR WITH GOD
ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE—ALL THINGS!

May we leave this now so that we might
consider the duties elsewhere for a few moments.

DAD     
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Editor’s note: To fulfill the legal requirements, we are presenting the following as a Legal Notice for four consecutive weeks.  This is the first

of four presentations. Contact information for Global Alliance Investment Association (GAIA) is: 5300 W. Sahara Ave., Suite 101, Las Vegas,

Nevada  89102.  Phone: 702-873-3488.

The CONSTITUTION of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and the UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE (international) provide a procedure
for the legal authentication of a debt in the case of the Debtor refusing to acknowledge such debt.  This procedure includes the notification
of the Debtor of the details of the debt and a notice of intent to collect.  After a period of ninety (90) days from the date of the notice and
if there has been no response from the Debtor the debt is made authentic and collection procedures may begin.  There is no appeal from
this procedure; it is final.

On April 28, 1998 the then owner, Rick Martin, of a debt (described in detail later) of the UNITED STATES TREASURY/FEDERAL
RESERVE SYSTEM (UST/FED) assigned the debt to GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION (GAIA), a Nevada corporation.
GAIA immediately initiated the procedure by informing UST/FED of the nature of the debt and of GAIA’S intent to collect.  GAIA then
took the additional step of running the legal notice in a weekly newspaper of world-wide circulation four consecutive weeks beginning May
5, 1998.  UST/FED has made absolutely no response and the statute of limitation for countering the legal notice has run its course.  Now,
this document and its publication in the same newspaper four consecutive weeks serve as adequate and final verification of the UST/FED
debt to GAIA.  Nothing further is legally required; no denial or appeal is possible.

The debt referred to is described as follows: The principal and interest accrued to Bonus Contract-Certificate Number 3392-181, approved
by Legislative Resolution on April 24-27, 1875, Duly Authorized by the President of Peru, April 26, 1875 and Acknowledged and Accepted
May 1, 1875, Re-affirmed, Re-confirmed and Reconformed on behalf of the government by the Consulate General of Peru, August 21,
1989, Order Number 7309, Document Number 046, Duly Sealed by said Counsel General of Peru at Los Angeles, California, United States
of America, assumed and guaranteed by the United States of America pursuant to Presidential Order confirmed by the US Senate per
petition of Elihu Root, Secretary of War, in 1906, further assumed and guaranteed by the Federal Reserve System pursuant to the Federal
Reserve Act of 1913 and recorded August 1, 1994, by Deed, Instrument Number 1893, Book of Deeds Number 433, Page 849, City of
Nashville, State of Illinois and subsequently recorded August 10, 1998 at 8:35 A.M., Clark County Recorder’s Office, Las Vegas, Nevada,
Official Records 980810 Instrument 00323.

The principal and interest are payable in gold coin or gold bullion and portions thereof may be assigned, sold, loaned or leased to others as
collateral, but only as collateral, and no claim will be entered by any holder directly to the UST/FED without the express written consent
of GAIA.  Further, no holder, including GAIA, will in any way use the asset to the detriment of the national security or economic stability
of the United States of America.  The assignor of the debt to Mr. Martin, Russell Herman (also spelled Herrman and Herrmann), a very
patriotic American, requested of Mr. Martin that Herman’s business partner, V. K. Durham, be given a certain amount of time to implement
his wishes and, if unsuccessful, to use the asset to the benefit of all people, reserving forty-eight percent (48%) of its value for the express
benefit of the citizens of the fifty States of the United States of America.  When appropriate, the granting of such an asset to the citizens of
America (we-the-people) will result in an era of enormous prosperity which will, when also distributed to other nations, buoy up and
expand all of the world’s economies for all of its people, not just the rich as is now the condition.

Mr. Martin and his associates have worked for years, f irst in an attempt to assist V. K. Durham and later as the direct assignee, to f ind a
way to work with the UST/FED within the United States to effect the use of this asset for the benefit of the American people FIRST.  That
effort was given no aid by the UST and was steadfastly blocked by the FED, even though at least four different “offers” have been made to
Mr. Martin and GAIA ranging from $5 million to many billions “to go quietly away”.  The FED has been on notice for some f ive years that
the debt would be perfected through public notice and they have arrogantly ignored that warning.  It is authenticated and validated and will
be used as collateral in as many ways and situations as possible for the benef it all of the people without any mindfulness of race, religion,
creed or color.

For GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION by its BOARD OF DIRECTORS this twenty-fourth day of January, 1999 at
Manila, Republic of the Philippines.

—LEGAL NOTICE—

CERTIFICATE OF DEBT
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FIRST  THINGS  FIRST!

Yes indeed, I know that you readers are waiting
for important information from all sectors and so
shall I be giving you a whole bunch.  Today, for
instance, you had all best pay attention to what
George Soros is saying about the U.S. BEING
NEXT in line for hard economic fall.

He, interestingly enough, is saying this just as
the announcements are flowing through Southeast
Asia, Hong Kong, et al., that the brokerage houses
from Wall Street and London are moving in for
picking off at prime cheap prices the best of the
construction and real estate caught in hard times in
the area.  It is like an octopus at work in frantic
frenzy and, even in Malaysia, the beast gobbles up
the nation with seemingly no recourse, but rather
willing participants from and within the government
itself.  My goodness, don’t any of you have working
brains?

So, we come to the distraction—AGAIN.  I
can’t even hope to have you find change UNTIL
YOU CHANGE YOURSELVES.  If you of my own
crew can’t see how to work through these things in
right sequence and with stable and optimistic
attitudes—how can you expect a browbeaten
poverty-stricken mass of citizens to do anything?
YOU MUST COME TO BELIEVE IN
SOMETHING AND SOMEONE—AND FRANKLY,
GOOD BUDDIES—THAT IS YOU.  Just claiming
to have confidence and faith IN GOD is certainly by
a long shot not enough—for until you can LOVE
SELF, you cannot love God.  And, in the same
trench of battle, if you cannot have faith and
confidence in SELF—you cannot have faith, trust
and hope IN GOD.

You who have claimed to serve, above all else,
God, and come forth to serve in my mission—have
made a declaration, if not a factual commitment, to
that service.  How come you to think so little of self
as to impose on another or lack confidence in self as
to KNOW THAT GOD PROVIDES AND YOU
CREATE AND MANIFEST?  Even Sai Baba would
not tell you otherwise.  You can put everything you
choose on the altar to honor him and nothing will
happen until you HEAR THE INPUT FROM THAT
RESOURCE IN WHOM YOU PLACE YOUR
TRUST AND FAITH.  GOD PROVIDES THE
WAY—YOU MANIFEST!

Along these lines of thought we have to confront
some rather unpleasant reminders of actions by
some who still don’t understand that which affects
more than themselves, and I am called upon and
therefore must respond to some of the circumstances
taking place.  I interfere with NO ONE or your

intentions—but I will make suggestions when
actions overlap onto others who seek input and
help.  I shall try to be as easy as possible on those
who are caught within a situation, but all factors
must be carefully weighed and confronted as to
perceptions and actual physical actions.

Every business corporation we touch, hold or
manage, INCLUDING CONTACT, are in NEVADA.
I understand not why people want to flock to
Tehachapi, California for there is no business
THERE.  There are no business openings in any of
these businesses in Nevada either, for that matter—
but certainly nothing is done as business in
California—except for one or two “doing business
in California” simply as a legal necessity for
incorporating.

Would you go to J.P. Morgan Associates in
New York and announce to them that you are in or
coming to New York to help them out, fill in with
your business which has nothing to do with
brokerage, etc.?  Would you really?  If you
WOULD—then you are so ill-informed about OUR
BUSINESS as to be a major hazard to us or will be
considered directly sent from THE ADVERSARY
TO OUR BUSINESS.  Do you think J.P. Morgan
Associates will make you an office while paying
your expenses, finding you a dwelling, parking
place or feeding you while you work into a job of
YOUR CHOICE (or theirs, for that matter, for they
won’t have one for you)?  STOP IT, PEOPLE, YOU
DESTROY THAT WHICH WE HAVE WORKED
SO DILIGENTLY TO PROTECT—OUR OWN
AUTONOMY AND OPEN EXISTENCE.

JUST WHAT IS IT THAT CAUSES “YOU”
TO THINK TEHACHAPI, CALIFORNIA IS ANY
DIFFERENT?  IT IS NOT—IT IS WORSE WHILE
WE STRUGGLE TO THROW OFF THE LIES
AND TAINTED INFORMATION FED FORTH
ABOUT US AND OUR PRESENCE.

JUMPING  THE  GUN

What is it that I say that is so hard to hear and
understand?  I find things happening among readers
that are totally unacceptable.

In TEHACHAPI we don’t even have an office
facility any longer.  The landlord died, ladies and
gentlemen, and there is not, at best, even enough
funds to pay the rent if the party was still available.
THERE ARE NO OFFICES FOR USE BY
ANYONE COMING TO THE VILLAGE—
PERIOD.

Our focus is in Southeast Asia and there it will
REMAIN until we get accomplished some modicum
of successful conclusion.  GATHERINGS AND
TREKS FOR RELOCATION TO TEHACHAPI
WHICH INVOLVE ANY ONE OR ALL OF OUR

FRIENDS THERE ARE NOT SUITABLE.  We
have no input as to who lives where or anywhere—
but if  i t  involves US, any one of us who is
somehow perceived to be of the “group” YOU have
established [not me], then it involves us [me] and I
have asked you not to do these things.  I HAVE
ASKED NO ONE TO ADD TO THE CONFUSION
OR BURDEN IN THAT LOCATION—NO ONE.

I am told that another party has called on the
way TO TEHACHAPI and asked for a room, to
work, and thus and so.  NO, CAN’T EVERYONE
UNDERSTAND THAT THIS IS NOT SOME
GROUPIE OR CULT OPEN TO ANY TOM, DICK
AND HARRY WHO COMES ALONG?  STOP
THIS INCREDIBLE NONSENSE.  THERE IS
NOTHING IN TEHACHAPI THAT EVEN
RESEMBLES, IN ITS WILDEST FORM, A
COMMUNE AND EVEN WORSE, I FEAR, NOT
EVEN COMMUNITY IN MY SENSE OF THE
WORD.

The overall community of Tehachapi is, for
goodness sakes, hostile to our merely being alive
and great sport is made on international TV of some
sort of weird goings-on.  Please don’t continue to
do this, “I’m here, now attend me or let me run
you.”  No thank you.  When BUSINESS AFFAIRS
are stable, there is a different attitude—but not
much for WE WILL NEVER HAVE A GROUPIE
OR EVEN A REFERENCE TO BEING SAME.
THAT IS NOT OF GOD AND WE SERVE GOD.
YOU WANT A CHURCH AND A GURU—WE
HAVE NEITHER TO OFFER FOR THOSE ARE
UNACCEPTABLE ATTITUDES IN ANY
CIRCUMSTANCE.  I DO NOT TAKE LIGHTLY
THESE “GUN JUMPERS” WHO JUST WANT TO
GET IN BEFORE THE STARTING TIME OR
FEEL SOMEHOW CALLED TO “SERVE”.  I
CALL TO SERVE AND IT IS KNOWN—AND
BRINGING IN PEOPLE TO ATTEND OR BE
ATTENDED IS NOT FOR THIS “TIME”.

I want every person thinking themselves
“called” to look carefully at self and circumstances.
Are you totally self-sufficient and can you bring in
more than you intend to TAKE?  If you were not
“successful” where you WERE, how can you be
successful elsewhere?  And don’t you HEAR when
I say that God’s delays are NOT God’s denials?
Can you not wait, at least, until we are standing
firmly on our feet and have need other than
financial assistance?  The people in Tehachapi are
in desperate need of financial assistance, NOT
MORE BODIES.  And, these ongoing insertions are
only slowing us as distractions even as we write or
establish interchange here.

Look at what you do—YOU BRING FOCUS
ON AN ALREADY TROUBLED circumstance.
We do not wish to damage your being or bring hurt
upon anyone and that is all there is in Tehachapi at
this time in evolvement.  God asks for “patience”,
not hop, skip and jumping around to either find self
or under the perception that somehow it will be
better “someplace else”.  No, it will NOT, it will
only cause painful confrontation and we usually
find that in confrontation the very ones who do the
hopping find and join with the adversary—every
time, as ones feel slighted somehow in their ego
blankets.

If you have something to offer mankind—get it
offered and working—somewhere where it  is
needed.  Tehachapi is OVERLOADED with healers,
manipulators, holistic services, etc.  And, some of
these people are not making it, even being as close
as you can get to this resource.

Anyone who “takes responsibility” for any such
travelers must also realize that YOU ARE

View From Philippines

Think Before You Act

Or Learn The Hard Way
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RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL THINGS INVOLVING
THESE NEWCOMERS.

This is THE month, kiddies, wherein the bits of
salaries END if something is not done.  It must be
done from “there” because we can’t push through
more quickly than we are doing.  These are major
changes taking place here and it is NOT EASY
when you must bring a whole governmental
structure into coalition.

Is our love not enough?  Oh indeed, our LOVE
is enough—our other resources are NOT.  LOVE
doesn’t allow people to wander off into hardship
and troubled waters.   LOVE STOPS SUCH
THINGS BEFORE THEY OCCUR, IF POSSIBLE,
EVERY TIME.

And, when you start “upsmaning” our own Plan,
you err.  I would not even tell most people my Plan
because you would cause it to fail through your
own foolishness.  For their own security, even
Dharma DOES NOT KNOW MY PLAN, AND I
REVEAL IT ONLY ONE TINY STEP AT A TIME.
This team here in Manila awakens every morning to
only having whatever schedule they may have
agreed upon with others.  I tell them what they
must do for me—EACH day—in ORDER TO
SECURE THE PEOPLE AND THE PLAN.

I would suggest that EACH person who wants
to run off to such as Tehachapi look carefully at the
long-term willingness to do nothing except pull
yellow star-thistle and peel spelta grain.  Everybody
wants to MANAGE and become worthy of their
own interests—but not do these things needed.
Don’t try to even go there in “fooling Dad”—there
is NO fooling DAD.

Now, if you can come to Tehachapi and bail out
the problems already there—please hurry on over and
DO IT.  Otherwise I suggest some patience if indeed
you still want to be in that location at some time.

If this is offensive to one or another of you,
then think carefully about this.  And yes, some
people have recently moved into the area and we
are joyful and grateful as they join more closely to
our little friendship circle.

I don’t wish to speak more on this topic, but I
find more troubled spirits because of this “next”
assumption.  We lost one of our precious crew
because of the last migrant appearance and I do not
intend to appreciate another doing the exact same
thing, even though the individual is different, for
the circumstances are all but the same.

But, are people not welcome to be included and
live where they choose?  INDEED THEY ARE.
But THIS is not the way some handle things and
come relying on already present citizens to attend
their needs, placement, and arrange places for their
endeavors of a personal nature.  LOVE IS ALL
THAT CAN BE OFFERED AND THAT OFTEN
FAILS TO SUITABLY FEED AND SHELTER TO
THE EXTENT OF THE ONCOMING PARTIES
INVOLVED.

Any who know us who come, get independent
stability, work, whatever is necessary for
functioning—you will find everyone we know
turning out to help you unload furniture, help with
the settling in, and LOVE you to pieces.  In
Tehachapi proper, within the business circles, you
had best not go forth advertising that you are part
of “that odd group” because you will NOT BE
WELCOME EXCEPT IN RIDICULE.  Explaining
that “there is not a group” will do no good for you
will have, by observation, established that you, at
least, THOUGHT there to be some kind of a group.
You will get more help if you go directly to the
Chamber of Commerce, pretend you never heard of
anyone else in town—and ask how to go about

getting settled.  And holistic healing of any kind—
expect them to go behind the wall and try to get
their giggling under control.  WE DO NOT WANT
NOR NEED ANY MORE FOCUS, AND IT IS
HARD TO BELIEVE THAT ANYONE WHO
READS THIS PAPER DOESN’T REALIZE AS
MUCH.  REMEMBER THAT EVEN THE
PAPER, CONTACT, IS A NEVADA ENTITY.  SO,
WHY MOVE TO TEHACHAPI?

Oh, you want to be near that “big crystal”?
What big crystal?  The township, through the
international media and local mongers, have
certainly RUINED the beauty of that wondrous
crystal.  Only the Native Americans, now quite
hidden away, KNOW about anything, because the
threats to any who know and speak of these things
is death or incarceration—by the “big boys” who
have developed a most complex set of “stuff”
around those parts.  Be careful, for the lives you
save may very well include your OWN.

If this seems harsh somehow, I hope you will
seek within and find ability to handle the seeming
hurt.  Our friends have been hurt often enough
without more, so be careful that you do not
contribute to further intrusion on the “holding
pattern”.

Note also, you who want to be somehow “near
the source” of whatever you perceive: I have not
made a personal visit to Tehachapi in meeting
format in almost six months.  My speaker/writer is
with me—away—a very long way away.

Will there be future opportunities to share?
Hopefully, but the past is but memory and the
future is the HOPE of tomorrow—so, presently, and
there is no set “time”, there is need for personal
work HERE—not there.  “There” was left in
capable hands to get through until other possibilities
or necessities take sequential place in evolvement.
I hope this helps make the circumstances quite
clear, and because we have shared with any and all
who wished to share, does not mean that we have
any group, church, cult  or even a regular
“gathering” of anything.

To those of you who have made that paper
work, kept the businesses short of death—the
rewards shall be indeed great, so do not despair for
there is yet the “greater” before you.

Further, if there be anyone wishing to take into
your own responsibility the newcomers or seekers,
it is your prerogative to do so—in every instance.  I
do not tell anyone how to run their own life or
placement—I only speak of that which seems to be
in my domain.  Is this my domain?  I suppose so
for it is me who is used as both reason and illogical
pressure.  It is most certainly NOT Ekkers’ problem
or responsibility.  Their responsibilities ARE
BEING MET HERE IN THIS FOREIGN LAND IN
ACCOMPLISHING THE NEXT PHASE OF “OUR
MISSION”.  SO, “YOU” MAY WELL BE IN THE
MISSION, READER, BUT MAKE SURE YOU
ARE NOT LAYING RESPONSIBILITY ON
ANOTHER, LEST YOU BE IN GREAT ERROR.
PEOPLE IN MY MISSION AS DIRECT PLAYERS
KNOW THAT RESPONSIBLE ACTIONS ARE
MANDATORY AT THIS PARTICULAR TIME IN
SEQUENCE.

So be it, but I must take the time, when under
fire of petition, to respond and I realize that this is
quite boring to most readers waiting for the
unfolding of Cosmic information.  We will get on
to that also, but mostly during the time at hand you
need some self-confidence in your own actions and
perceptions.  Don’t run away from this—let us just
build on strengthening those personal attitudes and
relationships.

Am I now going to be an Anthony Robbins,
Vincent Peale, Schuller or Carnegie?  I hope so—
ALL OF THEM.

Remember, each of you who feel pressured and
worried: It is not what you’re eating that gives hurt
and pain—it’s what’s eating you!

IS  WORRY  WORKING
OVERTIME?

I see that it certainly IS.  I don’t need to go
outside the very local focus to know that you are,
some of you, eating your own guts to fiddle strings
for Caesar’s fiddle as I write here and now.  WILL
WORRY HELP YOU?  Of course NOT.  Concern
and confronting what might be a FEAR or
PROBLEM is worthy of attention—full attention—
BUT NOT “WORRY”.

When you “worry”, you focus on the worry, and
CANNOT solve the problem or make the progress
you need to make in order to better LIVE instead of
simply “being among the walking dead”.

Copy this little bit of poetry, an excerpt from a
writing by Kalidasa:

SALUTATION TO THE DAWN:

Look to this day!
For it is life, the very life of life.

In its brief course
Lie all the verities and realities of your existence:

The bliss of growth
The glory of action

The splendor of beauty,
For yesterday is but a dream

And tomorrow is only a vision,
But today well lived makes every yesterday a dream

of happiness
And every tomorrow a vision of hope.

Look well, therefore, to this day!
Such is the salutation to the dawn.

With this put up where you must see it often,
remember that you MUST KEEP WORRY OUT OF
YOUR LIFE and you will  note a remarkable
difference in your living attitudes—and after all, it
is YOUR ATTITUDE that needs adjustment.

Next, I strongly suggest you get some help.
Once you release the worry, the fear, and the
attitude, TO GOD AND ASK FOR HIS WILL TO
BE SERVED AND TO SHOW YOU THE WAY
TO YOUR GOALS—AND MAKE SURE YOU
HAVE ONE OR TWO—TURN IT OVER TO HIM
AND TO YOUR SUBCONSCIOUS MIND
(WHICH FINDS AND MAKES THE WAY), GO
TO WORK AND STOP THE FIDDLE-
STRINGING.

But please, toss out that attitude of cop-out in
MIS-interpreting the following:

God grant me the serenity
To accept the things I cannot change,
The courage to change the things I can;
And the wisdom to know the difference.

YOU CAN CHANGE ANYTHING AND
EVERYTHING YOU CAN CONCEIVE, AND
YOUR PERCEPTIONS TOWARD IT.   WITH
GOD ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE!

I suggest you look squarely at whatever you
might think to be “inevitable” and see that it is
NOT—except in your own perception.  So, co-
operate with that “inevitable” thing until you see
that it is NOT.

While we are at some good old sayings—USE
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THE WISDOM WITHIN THEM, BUT DO NOT
ALLOW THEM, FOR THEY BELONG TO
ANOTHER, ANY POWER OVER YOU.

The Moving Finger writes; and, having writ,
Moves on; nor all your Piety nor Wit
Shall lure it back to cancel half a Line,
Nor all your Tears wash out a Word of it.

Again: B.S.
Indeed the finger writes and history IS.  BUT,

you can change the perception and the impact of
everything you have done, but clearly enough, not
through piety nor wit can you bring honesty and
truth to whatever it WAS you did that might be
wrongful, or stress that which was GOOD and
CHANGE SELF THAT MAN CAN AGAIN FIND
TRUST IN YOU.  I grant you that all the tears you
can shed cannot, nor will it, change what has
happened, for it is done.  GET ON WITH LIVING
NOW FOR THE LIVING NOW IS THAT PAST
WHICH SHALL COME TOMORROW.

So, kiddies, DO SOMETHING TODAY that
will give wondrously positive memories and good
things of hope and beauty TO TOMORROW.

I am asked about, “What could Clinton do now
that he has blown it so badly?”  HE COULD FACE
HIS PAST, CORRECT HIS COURSE—AND STOP
LYING AND CHEATING.  HE COULD KEEP HIS
PROMISES AND SERVE HIS COUNTRY,
WHICH INCLUDES THE CITIZENS, AND STOP
THE SELL-OUT TO EVIL AND TO THE VERY
TREASONISTS OF THE U.S.  Is he strong enough
to do this?  Obviously NO.  He just cries and
recites the “Moving Finger writes...” and wallows in
his ability to outslick the slickers.  With a Clinton,
it is going to be even bigger challenges for he
ALMOST got it this time—and like gambling, he
won’t be able to restrain himself from the next
major challenge to his management of such games
as in the oval office and the intrigue of POWER
which, don’t forget, includes murder.  The CRIMES
involved have not dared be brought forth because
such would catch every Washington politician in the
TRAP.  AND NO, you do NOT want the alternative
to Clinton in the seat of President.  Clinton didn’t
“rule” anything anyway, so stop your fantasizing.

WORRY  AND  CONCERN
SHORT-TERM

I realize that some of you are having to actually
concern about being a bit late with something, say
rent, or other very personal concerns.  So too are
we—on a MAJOR SCALE.  The difference?  We
KNOW that God is on the job and any who work in
faith and trust WITH HIM shall not long hold forth
in want.  So, if you could just please consider the
trivial things of which you over-concern, I suggest
you remember:

I had the blues because I had no shoes,
Until upon the street, I met a man who had no feet!

You can get shoes, you cannot get feet once
they are gone.  So, stop cutting off your feet
because you perceive your shoes are not as you
would like them to be at the moment.  You want
God to do everything FOR YOU—so, what do you
do for God?  COULDN’T A BIT OF PATIENCE
AND INCONVENIENCE BE HANDLED UNTIL
YOU FIND A WAY TO HELP GET OUR
MISSION ACCOMPLISHED?

IF YOU HAVE GIVEN THOUGHT TO
“TOMORROW”, YOU WILL BE FINE AND YOU

MIGHT WELL, IN FACT, BE QUITE SURPRISED
AT JUST HOW REALLY FINE YOU ARE.

May I offer you ten good ideas in first person
for dealing with “today” so that you can move on to
accomplishment, please:

1.  Just for today I will be happy.  Folks are as
happy as they make up their minds to be.  If you
are ill, but alive, be thankful and happy for you
cannot know what looms tomorrow UNLESS YOU
SET IT IN CEMENT.  Quit focusing on that which
is “ill” and focus on that which is truth—LIFE.

2.  Just for today I will try to adjust myself to
what is, and not try to adjust everything to my own
desires.  I will take my family, my business, and
my luck as they come and fit myself to them.

3.  Just for today I will care for my body.  I
will exercise it, care for it, nourish it, not abuse it
nor neglect it, so that it will be a perfect machine
for my bidding.  This means, however, that you will
STOP allowing it to run YOU.

4.  Just for today I will try to strengthen my
mind.  I will learn something useful.  I will not be
a mental loafer.  I will read something that requires
effort, thought and concentration.  I suggest that
you try just reading what I have offered over the
years and I think you will come out with an entirely
different perception and perspective of LIFE
ITSELF.  Remember that you will get exactly what
you ask for.

5.  Just for today I will exercise MY SOUL in
at least three ways; I will do somebody a good turn
and not get found out.  I will do at least two things
I don’t want to do—just for the exercise of it.  But
try by doing just one random act of kindness and
work up to maybe two a day—no matter how
outrageous they might seem.  Reaching out and
calling someone who would never expect to hear
from you is a good example—and I KNOW ONE
OR TWO WHO WOULD BENEFIT BOTH SIDES
SO HEAVILY BY THIS THAT IT IS NOT EVEN
WORTHY OF FURTHER ARGUMENT OR
DEBATE.

6.  Just for today I WILL BE AGREEABLE.
[Oh wow!]  I will look as well as I can, dress as
becomingly as possible, talk low, act courteously,
be liberal with praise, criticize not at all, nor find
fault with anything and not try to regulate nor
improve anyone.  FIND SOMEONE, EVERYONE,
DOING SOMETHING RIGHT AND
ACKNOWLEDGE IT—WITHOUT STRINGS
ATTACHED.

7.  Just for today I will try to live through this
day only, not to tackle  my whole life problem at
once.  I can do things, surely, for twelve hours that
would appall me if I had to keep them up for a
lifetime.

8.  Just for today I will have a quiet half-hour
all  by myself and relax.  In this half-hour
sometimes I will think of God, so as to get a little
more perspective into my life.  I suggest however,
that if you spend all but a half-hour on God and
think about those worries only a half-hour you
might well be surprised at the positive changes in
your life.  No, you don’t have to “drop out” or
“cease being alive” to THINK ON GOD.

9.  Just for today I will have a program.  I will
write down what I expect to do—yea, even to the
hour.  I may not follow it exactly, but I will have
it and it will eliminate two pests, hurrying and
indecision.  You can always change your plan and
be flexible—but this won’t allow you to fudge on
your abilities and capabilities.

10. Just for today I will be unafraid, especially
I will NOT be afraid to be happy, to be alive, to be
well in the moment and within my mind, to enjoy

what is beautiful,  to love, to meet whatever
challenges may be gifted into my hands, to love,
and to believe that those I love, love me.  AND,
JUST TO MAKE SURE THEY CONTINUE TO
LOVE YOU—REACH OUT AND REMIND THEM
OF YOUR OWN LOVE, THUS FULFILLING
SEVERAL OF THESE OTHER 9 ITEMS ON
YOUR LIST.

I would at this point remind you that if you act
cheerfully—you WILL BE CHEERFUL.  It works,
EVERY TIME.  Sometimes it may cause you to be
seen as a nut case, but those observers might do
better themselves than in analyzing why you might
appear to be a bit cheerful.  Perhaps this attitude
might be a new contagious disease if you nurture it
as carefully as you nurture your negative microbes
and viruses.

NOW  FOR  THE  PUNCH  LINE
TO  MY  FRIENDS

There was never a time in the history of
mankind as wondrous and potentially as great as
is THIS TIME IN HISTORICAL SEQUENCE—
NONE!

Can you not rise above and beyond the
momentary and temporary things which SEEM to
be baffling?  Can’t you consider the positive things
OF GOD COMING DOWN as we write and you
read?  My goodness, fellow travelers, WHAT DO
YOU WANT?  GOD IS PREPARING YOU A
PLACE IN THE MOST WONDROUS THING TO
COME UPON PLANET EARTH AND YOU
CAN’T THINK BEYOND THE NUMBER OF
CALORIES YOU HAVE AT LUNCH.  STOP IT,
CHELAS, FOR YOU GIVE OFF THE MOST
WRONGFUL VIBRATIONS WHEN YOU CAN’T
TRUST IN GOD ENOUGH TO GIVE YOU A
WAY THROUGH WHATEVER TRIVIAL
PURSUITS YOU PERCEIVE AS TRAPPING
YOU.  YOU CAN’T BE TRAPPED IN
ANYTHING IF YOU DENY AND FAIL TO
ACCEPT NEGATIVES THRUST AT YOU.  OH,
YOU CAN’T PAY THE RENT?  THEN DON’T
PAY THE RENT—DO YOU THINK THERE TO
BE SO MANY PEOPLE TRYING TO RENT
YOUR PLACE AS TO BE TROUBLESOME?
THE LANDLORD IS NOT A FOOL, IF YOU
HAVE BEEN A GOOD AND SUBSTANTIAL
CLIENT.  YOU, IN FACT, ARE GOING TO BE
AMONG THE VERY FEW “ABLE” TO PAY
RENT IN THE DAYS TO COME IN THE QUITE
NEAR FUTURE AS THINGS ARE HEADED.

If landlords don’t want to wait and make do—
with you—so be it, for if they think their property
is better without attending occupants, and this must
include farms, businesses, etc., then so be it.  They
cannot remove you for a certain number of days or
weeks, so let us stop worrying and start getting on
with getting our mission accomplished.

I need to turn my attention elsewhere now, so I
suggest the following: If you around Tehachapi
need a bit more input then ask Diane to share with
you in little gatherings some of the gleaned positive
self-positive offerings from her seminars.  You can
get the group ready by playing and USING the
hypnosis-self-hypnosis tapes we already have
available to get the bunch in a good receptive
mood.  Hatonn or Dharma need not be present to
accomplish a major change in every individual
around and you can do it right in the multi-purpose
room, while you have it—and call it a gathering if
you like.

Thank you,

Dad     
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 (Mitochondria)

FOR PROGRAM  STARTING  PACKAGES and  MAINTENANCE

PACKAGES,  BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM  ELECTROLYSIS,

BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.

ItemPRICE
PER UNIT Qty.Item

TOTAL
SHIPPING & HANDLING
SUB TOTAL

PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
WY, NV
$ 0-100 $6.00
$ 101-200 $7.00
$ 201-300 $8.00
$ 301-400 $9.00
$ 401-500 $10.00
$ 501-600 $11.00

FOR THE REST OF
CONTINENTAL USA

$ 0-100 $8.00
$ 101-200 $9.00
$ 201-300 $10.00
$ 301-400 $11.00
$ 401-500 $12.00
$ 501-600 $13.00

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND
MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
     For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
     For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
     All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
     for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
     When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.

**
**
**

**

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:

Name
Street Address

Daytime Phone No.

Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Date

(Please Print)

Expiration Date

City/Town State/Prov. Zip Code

Signature For Credit Card Orders

Order by Mail Order by Phone
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)

$
$

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710

Las Vegas, NV 89126

1999  Order Form
New Gaia Products

Amount

TOTAL ENCLOSED

Please make  all checks and
money orders payable to:

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710

Las Vegas
NV 89126

SALES TAX

GAIANDRIANA
40.00
20.00$

$
16 oz.

 32 oz.

$
$

LIQUID
AQUAGAIA

LIQUID
16 oz.

 32 oz. 32 oz. 32 oz. 32 oz. 32 oz.
20.00
40.00

GAIALYTE  1 liter

2 liters

8.50
15.00

KOMBUCHA  TEA BREEZE 1 liter

2 liters

3.50$
$ 6.00

KOMBUCHA  TEA VINEGAR  16 oz. 6.00$
CARBRAGAIA 8 oz. $ (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)

BEVERAGE POWDERMELLOREAM 3.25 lb 15.00$

— 30 Day Supply

“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT  60 CAPSULES 18.00$
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT  60 CAPSULES 22.00$

  180 TABLETS180 TABLETS180 TABLETS180 TABLETS180 TABLETSA-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula 24.95$
CHLORELLA       300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA. 21.00$
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS 90 TABLETS 24.50$
GAIATRIM 35.00$
GINKGO BILOBA  180 TABLETS 24.95$ (24% Extract)
OLIVE LEAF 60 TABLETS $24.00
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT

by James R. Privitera, M.D.

 35 PG.

BOOKLET

2.75$

60 CAPSULES 6.00$RARE EARTH CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES 60 CAPSULES 6.00$
ALOE  PLUS  77 60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA. 16.95$

Alfalfa & Minerals

30.00$90 CAPSULESALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS

S&H
included

8.50

PRICE
PER UNIT Qty. Amount

PLEASE  USE THE SHIPPING  RATE CHART  (located on the top of this order
form)  WHEN  CALCULATING  SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

Nevada Residents only: add 7%
TTTTT

NONI 60 CAPSULES

MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
$
$

22.00
11.00

Whole Leaf Aloe Vera Concentrate

 (10X STRENGTH)

$
1 liter $  18.00

 SUPER OXY     (CHERRY-BERRY)     (CRANBERRY-APPLE) 1 quart 18.00
BODY BOOSTER 32 oz. 20.00$
LIQUID LIFE 32 oz. 22.00$
GAIAGLO  LOTION  4 oz. $20.00
HORSETAIL TINCTURE 2 oz. 8.00$
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral     2 oz. 10.00$

16 oz.

 2 oz.

32 oz.  96.00
56.00
10.00$

$
$

GAIACOL
Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold

suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD
Colloidal Gold 16 oz.

32 oz. 192.00
112.00

20.00$
$

 2 oz.

$
GAIA DHEA 2 oz. 20.00$Colloidal  Dehydroepiandrosterone

Colloidal CopperGAIA CU-29 2 oz. 10.00$
Colloidal Titanium 2 oz. 20.00GAIA TI-22 $

2 oz.GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++ 10.00$

$$
$

8.00
45.00
75.00

OXYSOL Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

  2 oz.2 oz.2 oz.2 oz.2 oz.

32 oz.

ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)

2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)

4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

8.00$

$

TTTTT

$

 5.00
12.50

$
$

VORTEX KIT

MAINTENANCE PACKAGE

80.00

$1100.00

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)

2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

5 Audio-cassettes

PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE

GAIASPELT  KERNELS   4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
TTTTT

$

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

 4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
GAIASPELT  FLOUR

WHOLE GRAIN
TTTTT

GAIASPELT

BREAD MIX  (Pure Spelt)

 (Whole Wheat & Spelt)TTTTT

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINETTTTT

3.50$

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK 15.00$
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

SUCROSE___   STARCH___

NICOTINE___    CAFFEINE___    ALCOHOL___

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND 2 oz.

each
6.00$

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit” $

GAIACLEANSE KIT
Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM 48.00$

260.00

$
$ 5.00

10.008 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

2.50

130.00

MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS

$ 50.00ADZUKI  BEANS      50-LB BAG

RED LENTILS          50-LB BAG

TTTTT

TTTTT

30 CAPSULES

ALOE JUICE

16 oz.

No Longer
Available

No Longer Available
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